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John Molenaor
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Succumbs at 65
John Molenaar, 65, of 182
West 20th St., died early this
morning at Holland Hospital
where he had been a patientfor
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City Engineer
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TEN CENTS

Water and Sewer
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Leaving for

New

Lines Approved

Position Interceptor

City Engineer Laverne Serne
today announced be is resip
ing his engineering post in Hoi
land to take a new positionwith
meeting Wednesday night.
By unanimous vote, City
Council Wednesday night praised Council, the mayor, the
apartment of Public
the Department
PubL Works Council Wednesday night apcity count
Council unanimouslyapproved
in Battle Creek, effective March
unanimously
adopted a resolu- city manager and the Board ot
a recommendation of the city
proved installation of intercep1.
tion recommended by the Board Public Works for outstanding
manager to retain the services
tor sewer lines to three outlying
Serne who has been with the areas in the citv, a program ot Public Works giving assur- cooperationin lining up the
of Jerry Fairbanksas manager
street department here Just calling for a public vote to ap- ances of water and sewer serv- necessary Information on •
of Windmill Island working full
ov%r 10 years is returning to prove general obligation bonds ices to Beech-Nut Lifesavers, score of fronts.
time six months of the year and
a department where he has totaling $1,875,150. The vote is Inc., of Canajoharie,N. Y., He said general plans call for
part time six months for an
worked on two previous occa- expectedto be held in connec- which is proposing construction a new building of some 200,000
annual fee of $5,000.
sions. Following his
his graduation
uare feet for a confections
tion with the spring vote April of a new developmenton a 98Fairbanks,a native of Holacre
plot in Holland’s
Holl
new
in- plant to produce Lifesavers,
land, was retained as part-time
5.
Such a plant
gun
Council also voted to hire the dustrial park in the southern candies1 and gum.
manager last April, devoting a
was not feasiblemainly because
would employ about 350 persona,
part
of
the
city
law firm of Dickinson. Wright,
share of his time to the local
of switches of the C and O mainpave Kollen Park Dr. from 11th
McKean and Cudlip of Detroit Thls actlon removes one of men and women on a 50-50 basproject and serving as president
line. The subject of safety of
to 12th Sts. as part of the periis. A second stage in 1970 would
as bond attorney for the pro- the last barriers in months of
and general manager of the Au
children in the area had been
call for somewhat similar conengineering
study
on
a
program
meter
route
was
tabled
for
two
ject.
Sable Lodge Ranch and Ski
discussed on many occasions.
struction of 200,000 square feet
The three projects are knqwn in which Holland is expected to
Club. He attended local schools
An accompanying sketch reveal- weeks. This would not require a
for processingbaby food, involvhighly
desirable
new
as the northeast interceptor acquire a
ed flasher signals, hand switches public hearing since the recomand Hope College and was grading another 350 employes, equalserving
Holland
Heights,
the
mdushYuated in 1934 from Michigan
and signs in the right of way
mendation calls for costs to be
"All other competitionhas ly men and women.
southeast interceptorserving
and four separate tracks to
State University with a bachepaid from the Motor Vehicle
Apple Ave area and the new been eliminated,” said Roscoe Factors leading to selecting
cross in the block. A report of
lor of science degree as a landHolland as site for a new plant
Fund.
The
route follows the
the
C
and
O
division
engineer
industrialpark, and the Lake- Giles, executive vice president
scape architect
Jerry Fairbanks
were availauii.'tyof a good site,
of
the
Holland
Chamber
of
Comview area interceptors which
also was included.
Council also approved a Windrailroad spur.
merce
and
manager
of the Hol- adequate services, available
also
serve
South
Shore
Dr.
mill advertisingprogram for
Holt also reported on cityCity Manager Holt announced
With the installationof the land Economic Development labor market and a variety ot
1965 as proposed by Adex Adowned property at 53 West 12th he would be absent from the
necessarylaterals, construction Corp , also known as HEDCOR factors in which the cleanliness
vertisingCo. calling for a total
St. and the justification for re- city Feb. 9 through 11, attending
The lengthy resolution pro- of the city, the character of the
of $18,242.88 plus an amount not
of these interceptors will protaining it. A sketch showed the meetings in Ann Arbor, and
vides
assurancesfor installing Holland people, and the educavide the framework for providto exceed $500 for the distribuhistory of property acquiredin designated City Clerk D. W.
a
16-inch water line by Sept. 1, tional picture, emerged as highing
sanitary
sewer
service
to
tion of a brochure.
connection with City Hall, show- Schipper as acting city manaall areas in the city limits, Guy subsequent installation of a ly desirable features, according
The program would start in
ing a consistent pattern over ger during that period
Bell, superintendent of the booster pumping station and a to Giles.
May and carry through August
the past 50 years of acquiring
Claims against the city filed
Giles added in compiling inBoard
of Public Works, said. 5.000-gallonwater storage tank
with the exceptionof painted
property
as such time as
.
,
, | Motivationseems to be the r
-r t the by Harvey Poll, 597 Crescent
formation, considerable use was
On
a
map,
Bell
traced
the
at
St
and
Waverly
Rd.,
ch would be year- bjg problem in youth unempi0y. property became available in Dr . and Hotel Warm Friend,
billboardswhich
northeast project starting
a sanitary sewer line, and made of the Fantus report, a
around
ment Willis Boss 0Uawa Coun- anticipation of future needs.
5 East Eighth St., were referred
Seventh and Columbia, proceed- a sanitary system which calls study Council contracted for
Laverne Serne
Plans call for 14 billboardstor ty 4 H extension agenti told the u was recommendedthat this to the city attorney and insurfrom Michigan State University ing to Eighth St. and east to for installationof an aerated some years ago. One factor in
the months
, une’ Ju ^ Workers With Youth at a break- pattern be continuedand that ance carrier.
the Fantus report pointed to the
By a vote of 7 to 2, Council in 1950 he was employed by 112th Ave., then two blocks la?000 for treatment of factory need for diversification in indusand August to
°n fast meeting Wednesday in the in the absence^ a better use
the
Battle
Creek
department
south
to
a
lift
wastes.
state and interstate highways
^arm
the entire area on 12th St. approved a resolution in contry, particularlyin the field of
ton,
Michigan, listing
was among 30 workers could be devoted to extending nection with condemnationpro- until he entered the Air Force The southeast interceptor Beech-Nut would be paymg
and
served
in
Korea.
would start at 16th St. and Col- lts proportionate share of all non-durableproducts.AcquisiDunee, Marengo. Kalamazoo. with youth on hand for a sym lanscapedoffstreet parking lot ceedings on property at 55 West
After
military
service,
he
relege Ave., proceeding east to roste. d was pointed out. Some tion of a Beech-Nut plant turnSouth Haven, Saugatuck-Doug-pasjum on jobless youth,
for which there is a continuing 13th St. just west of Herrick
installationswould serv- ing out consumableproducts fits
las, Pierson, Boyne Falls,
Gebraad. director of and apparently insatiable de- Public Libary, directing City turned to his post in Battle Lincoln, south to 21st St. and of
Creek
and
was
there
nine angling to 24th and tie in with lce U* entire industrial park this recommendation excellentling. Clare, Whitehall,Grand vocatjona]education for Holland mand. His report was accepted Attorney Gordon Cunningham
months when he came to Hol- present facilities to continue to w^e others such as the lagoon ly, Giles said.
Haven. Holland, Mackinac City, aiKj West Qttawa ^hools, said as information.
to institutenecessaryproceedland in October. 1954, just two 27th and Brookside. and south- wouUd be exclusivelyfor Beech- Electric power to the BeechFlint. Pontiac and Detroit
it was the school's
Another city manager report ings on behalf of the city in the
across the bypass 600 to Nut in which case the company Nut plant would be provided by
The program also calls for responsibiiityto spot potential was on the proposal to transfer proper court. Gene Vande months before the arrival of erly across
Consumer Power Co.
painted boards, illuminated
and work with them the Harold Knudsen property Vusse and Mayor Nelson Bos- Herb Holt as city manager. On 700 feet south of 40th St., angling would pay all costs.
Aug. 1, 1956, Holt named Serne back to 32nd St. and the rail- Giles said Holland has been
The parent plant of Beechyear-round signs 10 feet high before they leave school. Ge- from Laketown townshipto ....
the nian dissented,Vande Vusse on
city engineer succeedingJocob road tracks near Modern Pro- working with Beech-Nut since Nut operationsis located in
and 40 feet long, with a 10 b\
tbat dr0p0lJtscan be city and from Hamilton school the premise that condemnation
last April,
comparatively
foot panel of the windmill
early, and might be district to Holland school dis- should not be necessarysince Zuidema who had been with the ducts plant.
Canajoharie, N. Y., on the Moengineeringdepartment for 46
short time in view of the fact
The
Lakeview
interceptor
imposed, located on L94 near helped by early counseling.
tdice. In view of the fact that other property just a bit farther
hawk River between Schenectyears.
that
some
exhaustive
studies
would begin at 16th and Pine,
New Buffalo and on 1-96 east of Gebraad added that schools the school transfer would in- away is available.
In his new post. Serne will west to the boat docks and on take a great deal longer. He ady and Utica.
Council acknowledgedgifts of
Grand
should work to create a pro- volve action by Hamiltonschool
serve as assistant director of South Shore Dr. to 156th Ave.,
included in the program
m
will give all the stu- district, Allegan County Inter- books to Herrick Public Library
public works, a department with three separateinterceptor
200.000 copies of a three-color den^
0f training,
mediate school district and Hol- including “Children for Adopwhich handles the street pro- lines south to 32nd St.
11
brochure being printed
H0uand and West Ottawa land school district,Holt rec- tion.” presented by Mr. and
gram, all engineering, water, Bell said it would take at
Klaasen Printing Co., and a con- gch00^ are both below the state- ommended that the matter be Mrs Henry Steffens in memory
sanitary sewer, drainage and least a year for completion,
tributionof $500 to Tulip
average for school dropof Mrs. George Damson and
pointing first to more complete
for cost of printing and mailing
said_ In ^ state. of^ EducatiofHor
Kathleen Mary Tuls, 11-month120.000 copies of the Tulip Time
plans and specifications,
enginance
that
the
three
districts
are
Thought
of
Albert
Schweitzer
6.3 leave school before graduatsome
old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jane
Hohmann
Engaged
eering
work,
obtaining
brochure with picture of windHolland and West Ottawa in agreement on the transfer. from Mrs William Westveer and
rights-of-way,determining fin- Herman Tuls of 3100 104th Ave.,
mill on front cover and descrip- have ^jy about four per cent, Upon receipt of such assur- Mr. and Mrs. Willard Westveer To Charles A. Krahmer
ancing and letting bids.
live copy on back.
Gebraad said.
died early Wednesday of asances, it would be appropriate in memory of Mrs. Arend BusHe said the interceptorswould
The saturation publicity 1 Zane cooper, manager of the for CoonciL to consider a resolu- man.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hohmann
piration of vomitus. The infant
program also calls for four-inch jj0uand branch 0f the Michigan tion to be adopted jointly by the
A summons from Ottawa Cir- of 147 West 12th St. announce range in size from 24 inches to
was pronounced dead on arriads in leading newspapers in Employment SecuritiesCornmis. city and township to accomplish cuit Court in which Howard Van the engagement of their daugh- 12 inches and certain force lines
val at Zeeland Community HosMichigan,Chicav^ Milwaukee. sj()n
Order was named plaintiff and ter, Jane Elizabeth, to Charles of 12 to 15 inches.
sion, sajd lhat his office was political
A total of 21.2 inches of snow
The
bond
issue,
if
passed,
pital by Dr. Peter J. Ver Kaik
Cleveland., IrL nap'lis. South not
nol able
ahiP to
t0 find
find many
manv jobs
iobs for
Council approved the city the Michigan Municipal Em- j Alan Krahmer of Andover,
for
fell on Holland during January
would
not
be
on
the
1965
sumBend, Toledo and Christian 16 and 17.yearK)id y0Uths
of
Hudsonville.
ployes
Retirement
System
and
Mass
,
son
of
Mrs.
Charles
E.
manager's recommendation
— .......
---—
The infant was taken to the and most of it was piled up at
Science Monitor, and advertis- \ierrje Holwerda, a Holland hire Dwight D. Ferris, certified city of Holland as defendants in Krahmer of Maplewood. N.J., mer taxes, it was determined.
Council
delayed
action
on
the
hospital
by Zeeland police as- the end of the month, according
ing in the summer issues of the Christianstudent who helped public accountant, for the post a retirement suit was referred , and the late Mr. Krahmer.
AAA magazinescirculatedin wjtb ^is summer’s youth job audit for the fiscal year ending to the city
i Miss Hohmann is a graduate sewer program two weeks ago sisted by Ottawa County Sher- to weather Observer Lynn P.
Michigan,Ohio, Wisconsin and reglstrati0n program, reported June 30, 1965, at a fee of $4.850, 1 A petition from residents on of St. Louis University and un- in view of studying possibili- iff’s deputies. An autopsy was Wheaton.

Developments for Windmill
Island occupied City Council on
several fronts at its regular

the past eight days.

I

For Plant Site

Sewer Plan

Mr. Molenaar had been a
Holland resident all of his life
and owned and operated the
Several reports of City Mana- South End Greenhousefor more
ger Herb Holt Were considered thaii 15 years. He was a charter
member of Maple Avenue Chrisby City Council at its regular
tian Reformed Church.
meeting Wednesday night in
Surviving are two sisters, Miss
Alta Molenaar of Holland and
City Hall.
Holt reported that a study of Mrs. Henry (Ada) Smeenge of
constructing a sidewalkon the Holland; a brother, Benjamin
north side of Eighth St. between Molenaar of Howard City; sevFairbanks and Lincoln Aves. eral nieces and nephews.
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-Month-Old
Baby Succumbs

^

Snow Hits

21.2 Inches

,

In

January

annexation.

to

—

j

attorney.

Indiana

year.

West 14th St. requesting park- i til recently has been employed
that there were no dropouts same as last
The financial statement of the among the 30() (0 400 who signed
Council set public hearings ing be eliminated on both sides by Honeywell Electronics Data
Windmill Island Recreational
program
Feb 17 on four proposedstreet of 14th St. for a distance of 150 Processingin Wellesley. Mass,
h acilities Construction Fund re- Several ideas for bringing paving projects recommended feet west of River Ave. was ! Mr. Krahmer attended Midvealed a Dec. 31 balance on a b 0 u t motivation and aiding by the city manager. They are referred to the Traffic and dleburg College and was graduated from Rutgers University
hand of $240,438.56of the ortg- school work were discussed by Central Ave. from Third to Safety Commission.
inal bond issue of $450,000. the g r 0 u p. They seemed to Fourth Sts.; 37th St., Pine Ave.
A letter from Marvin Albers in New Brunswick,N.J. He is
systems analyst for HoneyAmong the larger expendi- agre€ that the Hope College west 504 feet; Central Ave., Co. seeking to purchase citytures to date are $13,000 for higher Horizons program of pro- 37th to 40th Sts., and Central owned property on the northwest well Electronics Data Procesland and riparian rights, $27,800 vjdjng **bjg brothers” and "big Ave., from 40th St. to US-31 by- corner of College Ave and Sixth sing.
for windmill and dismantling, for poorer families was pass.
They plan to be married In
St. was referred to the city
$40,111.94 for foundation
manager for study and report. Boston Feb 27.
Another recommendation
a good start.

yp

i

lower structure.$8,346.02 for reassembling. $1,441 for trees and
shrubs, $24,507 for gardens, $8,
412.50 for architectsand engineers fees. $2,755.88 for legal
fees, $22,482.59for capitalized

_

ties of including the Lakeview performed this morning i n
project. Previously the Board Holland Hospital.
of Public Works had recomSurviving besides the parents
mended installation of the north- are one sister, Linda Faye, and
east and southeast projects. A two brothers,Steven H. and
mail program distributing600 Daniel Lee all at home; the
cards to city residents west of paternal grandmother,Mrs. PetGraafschap Rd. Drought a re- er Tuls; the maternal grandsponse of 235 in favor and 130 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard

Birthday Party Given

A maximum of 60 degrees was
recorded Jan. 8 and a minimum
Elwyn Schierbeekcelebrated of -7 on Jan. 17.
his 10th birthday anniversary
Maximum of 60 compared

months and

with a party given by his
mother at his home Tuesday

with 56 in 1964 , 49 in 1963 , 42 in
1962 and 48 in 1961. Minimum of
afternoon. Mrs. Jay Hop assist- -7 compared with -21 in 1964, -3
ed at the party.
in 1963, -7 in 1962 and -9 in 1961.

Mrs. Zweering

Succumbs at 89

—

Mrs

Helping him celebratewere
Average temperature of 26.6
his classmatesof the fourth compared with 27.9 in 1964, 18.2
grade at Maplewood Christiari in 1963 , 21.9 in 1962 and 23.7 in
School. Those attendingwere 1961.
Jeffrey Althuis,Randy Breuker,
Average maximum was 28.2,
Allen Busscher, Gary Ellens, compared with 35.8 in 1964 , 24
Robert Ensing, Randy Gerrits, in 1963 , 28.4 in 1962 and 30.9 in
Garry Heetderks, David Kuiper, 1961. Average minimum was
Kenneth Laninga, Wesley Lem- 18 7, compared with 20 in 1964,

Anna

Zweering,89, of 82 West 17th
St widow of Bert Zweering died
Wednesday at Woodhaven
Home in Zeeland following an
extendedillness. Mrs. Zweering
was born in the Netherlands and
had been a Holland resident for
the past 72 years. She was a
member of First Reformed

men, Tim Peerbolt,Larry Riem- 12.4 'n 1963, 15.4 in 1962, 16.5 in
ersma, Bruce Schrotenboer, Roy 1961.
Turkstra, Bobby Vinder Zwaag
Precipitation totaled 4.48

Church.

Surviving are five children,

and Randy Van Liere.
inches, compared with 1.10
'Also attending were Daryl inches in 1964 , 2.04 inches in
Hop, Marlene,Paul and Calvin 1963 , 3.47 inches in 1962 and 1.19

Henry Zweering of

Holland,
August Zweering of Three Rivers. John Zweering of Traverse
City. Mrs. Erwin Bouwens of
Zeeland, Frank Zweeringof Holland; five grandchildren;two
great-grandchildren; one sister,

Schierbeek.

nephews.

Duplicate Bridge

Named

Monthly master point game
winners at the Holland Duplicate Bridge club Wednesday
were Mrs. Russell Vrieling and
Mrs. Ivan Wheaton, north-south,
and Mr. and Mrs. David Fles of

30, of 316

Strikes Parked Auto
John M. Bushouse,17, of 127
West 19th St., was cited by
Holland police for improper
backing after the car he was
driving backed into a parked
auto at 35 East 20th St. at
4:20 p.m. Tuesday. Police identified the owner of the parked
vehicle as Gordon J. Timmerman, 38, of Coopcrsville.

North-south field runnersu
were Mr. and Mrs. Fredric
Richardson,second, and Jack
Kirlin and James Oonk, third.
Second ahd third place finishers, east-west,were Miss
Althea Raffenaud and Mrs. Joe
Borgman Jr., and Mrs. George
Manting and Mrs. William

^

munity room of the

at 7:30 pro. on Wednesday,
17. Interested bridge play-

1962 and 5 inches in 1961. Great-

ground was

5.5

inches,compared with 11 inches
in 1964, 42 inches in 1963, 20
inches in 1962 and 13 inches in
1961.

Uninjured in Mishap
Louis J. Bagladi,68. of 646
North Shore Dr., escaped injury when the car he wu, driv.
ing :left
‘ the
‘
road and hit a telephone pole guy line Saturday

afternoon at the intereectionof
Howard and Analine Aves. Ottawa County deputies said BagCars driven by Robert P. Lokladi was making a left turn
ker, 49, of 29 East 15th St., and
when hia car ikiddad oft the
Yarn R. Koomen, 20, ot 400 road

Pair in Collision

John Haedicke and Dr. Paul
Boven were first time visitors
in the game played in the comPeoples
State Branch bank in the Northgate Shopping Plaza.
The next meeting will be held

Westmont Ave.

est depth on the

Grandville, east-west.

ker.

inches in 1961. Precipitationfell

on 25 days, compared with 12
days in 1964 , 22 days in 1963, 24
Ticketed After Mishap
Holland police charged Johan- days in 1962 and 18 days in 1961.
Snowfall totaled 21.2 inches,
nus Vanden Berg, 54, of Wyoming, Mich., with failure to compared with 9.25 inches in
yield the right of way following 1964, 47 inches in 1963, 46 inches
a two-car accident at 15th St. in 1962 and 27 inches in 1961.
Greatest snowfall in a 24-hour
and College Ave. at 2:10 p.m.
Monday. Police said the Vanden period was 3 inches on Jan. 29,
Berg auto collided with a car compared with 3 inches in 1964,
driven by Donald W. Boeve, 7 inches in 1963, 8 inches in

Mrs. William Van Alsburg of
Holland; several nieces and

Winners Are

storm.

For Elwyn Schierbeek

$20,000 for capitalizedoperating.

ZEELAND

month more than offset the
above freezing readings with
the result that the average
temperature was 26.6 degrees

or .2 degree above normal.
against the third installation, Buursma; the paternal peat
Precipitation measured 4.48
and the Board of Public Works grandfather, John Vogelzang inches or 2.01 inches above norSr.; the maternal great grand- mal, with snow, rain or sleet
then recommended all three.
mother. Mrs. John Buursma all falling on 25 days. The heaviest
of Holland.
amount, 1.02 inches, fell on Jan.
23, the day of the big sleet

|

interest covering 18

Earlier in the month, Holland
had several days of mild weather with no snow, but cold
weather the latter part of the

-ui*

COMING —

iSwl
and sweeping
t
green

other areat. Meanwhile, the Tulip Time com-

on old story, and the Sentinel take* pleasure

lawni. Here Mery Ellen Mrok of the Sentinel

mittee and the Windmill committee are makina

in pointing to a brighter and more colorful day,

newt »taH meaturei the height of artificial
tulipi initetd of the depth of the mew. It wet

plant far the

TULIP TIME
it

ly now, the inowfoll

namely tpringtimeand Tulip Time.

In

a

little

over three monthi, t^ii inewy erne in Kollen perk

will

have brilliant

tulip beds

through

M

1HS

Tulip

Time
-

fettival May \1

i (Sentinel

photo!

Washington Ave., collided
Thureday afternoonat the interseetkm of Scotu Dr. end 129th
Ave., Ottawa
laid. Lokker

*
'i
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had 17 >ehind Price’s 38 mark*
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Up
84-60 Win

,

r

m

Transfers

_

scribe

TP

1

Rites

Christian

Read

Over Allegan
Holland Christian’!basketball

team scored an impressive

in the Civic Center for its sev.
enth win in 11 starts this season.
Another selloutcrowd of over

__

2,500 watched the

period and then maintain the

m

advantage over Coach George

Van Wagoner’s Tigers.

Tigers never got any closer
than eight after that. Christian’s
final 21 point bulge was the
largest in the game.
Perhaps the outstanding teature In the win was the Maroon
defense which kept the invaders
guessing most of the night. In
addition it lessened to a ereat
degree the effectivenessof the
Tiger forward wall, made up
of Jim Pritchett, Mike Oram
and Jeff Schreur. By mixing up
the defensive strategy periodically the winners practically
nullified Allegan’s favorite and

^

Seek Office
This

"gj*

Year

^

n

,

races

Dona]d

^

Mac-

Virginia

I

^t

„ „

,

pj

^

De

bulge. a

^

JZlr!

“^wttimg

7

For Building

Here

MantX
^
e
“• ‘Hsu??

Denise

roll” attack.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Dale Kragt
Lee Agema, daugh- ly to the honor attendant.Ring

While the Maroons were
AUegan attack,

rj.'Cz.x
throttling the

sn

and groomsmen were

Douglas
43 per cent shooting mark. Led
Hartgerink and Jerry Kleinjans.
by Tom Deur’s 27 markers, Holof Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Kragt Ronald Kragt and Gordon Ageland hit from all over, with ths
of 139 21st St., in a double ring ma assisted as ushers.
exception of a poor third quarceremony performed at the
For her daughter’s wedding,
ter. For the night’s work, the
Ninth Street Christian Reform- Mrs. Agema wore a mint green
winners hit on 28-65 tries. Alleed Church, Jan. 8 at 8 p.m.
wool dress and red rose corgan connectedon 21 out of 63
The Rev. Franklin Steen offi- sage. The mother of the groom
for less than 35 per cent.
ciated at the double ring cere- was attired in a blue suit and
Besides hitting well, Deur
mony and Mis^ Nancy Hocktra also wore a red rose corsage,
and his guard partner, Larry
played appropriate wedding
After the ceremony a recepbride of Leon Dale Kragt, son

in
.... Mr

mu-

sic and accompanied Bernard tion for 180 guests was held
Winkle, soloist. The church was the church parlors
.....
decorated with ponrlolohro
candelabra, I attendantsincluded
and

fWnro.oH

rtvrn.5,ri^t

moves 1 and^had
Aiipr.an nuint in

Reception
, ..
HlOSt Of the
Mr

MT

d pi"k' Ca"'
marriaop

v

Ge,rald Vlcas as
"".k

Th

raaSteIi

Allegan quint M

foul trouble in their efforts to
!

stop them. In the rebounding

ceTome': a"d department Christian held

thi

were

altar in a gown of lace teal over and Mrs. Philip Agema
fnllriinin. nnH Hnwn
white satin with a bustle end- at the punch Lwl and
th<1J Pf P»,d stpd eerrta
13. just ahead of Paul Steggerda
ing in a chapel tram. A double Nancy De Haan passed the
with 12. Both forward Tom
crown held her elbow-lengthguest book.
, Wedeven and sub Jack Kal-

Miss

K .
brJilrlS
Florida ^
T, M

veil.

As

length dress of red Velvet with trip to

£n

chett and

th
.

of

scoop neckline and elbow-length The bride is a graduate
!ft
sleeves A red satin sash extend- Northern Michigan Christian
ed to the hem of the skirt. She High and is employed at Keeler :

a-

(

ram

leadlng

the score was knotted
f

m (h
th

. n „

opening
the

pam^

Sfoull^

wore a veil of red netting over Brass. Mr. Kragt was graduata red satin bow and carried a ed from Holland High School
gin on some fine shooting by
bouquet of white and candy and was in the electronicsdiSchreur Three different
stripe carnations with ivy. The vision of the U. S. Navy. He is
U;‘‘ ‘tu‘
bridesmaids. Mrs. Larry West- presently employed at the Ther- mmute (o give the winners a
ra and Miss Judy De Ruiter motron Corp.
14-13 edge at the first horn.
and the flower girl. Sandra The couple resides at 3811
Led by Alferink with his tips
three Dekker, were dressed identical-28th St., Grandville.Mich

Nine Permits

Issued

often effective‘‘screen and

^

to

The

Maroons led by as much as 15
in the second period and the

^

^

HoUand dub

tike over at the end of the first

2

15 Persons

72.

51 win over Allegan Friday night

H

£

Win

Scores

Hand Dutch
87-67 Loss

Real Estate

Chester Nykerk and wife to
BENTON HARBOR - Rolling
The mighGerald Van Noord and wife, to its 10th straightvictory,Ben3 ,5
2
1
ty River Rougr basketball team
Alferink,c ...... 5 4
1 14
On Jan. 11 the Merry Maple Pt. NWV« 19-5-15 Twp. HoUand. ton Harbor’s basketball team
broke open a tight ball game Deur, g ......... 8 7 3 23
Leaves of Maplewood school Roger Brouwer and wife to again showed why they are the
in the last five minutes here Klassen, g ...... 0 2- 1 2
John H. Bouwer and wife, PL best in Michigan as they
Saturday afternoon to down the Kalmink, f ..... 3 3 4 0 visited the Wooden Shoe FacSW frl Vi 104-18 Twp. whipped HoUand, 8747 before
Holland Christian cagers, 8440 Sharda, f ....... 1 0 1 2 tory. We listened to the story
2,000 fans here Friday night.
before about 1,000 fans.v includ- Berghoef, c ..... 0 1 1 1 of the wooden shoe and watch- Hollanck
The No. 1 ranked Tigers
0
2 ed while someone decorated
t
_
ing a large Holland delegation Hulst, | .........
Theodore G. Cbelean
and wife made it six straight in LMAC
For 27 minutes, Coach Art
play and handed the
the Dutch
I "> Bru« L. Any, and wife, Lota
20t 20 15 60 with hot chocolate.Chris Bouw- , , chelean's Sub. Twp. Port
Total.
Tuls’ Maroons were in the game
their first setback in seven
and within strikingdistance beman,
A
games. The defeat was HolSheldon.
FG FT PF
The Seven Dwarf Blue Birds
fore three quick Christian erJohn Kuiper and wife to land’s second in six LMAC
25 of Lakewood school met at the
rors permitted the opportunist Price, f .........9
Edwin Wondergem and wife, games, both at the hands of
4 home of their leader on Jan. 12. Lots 7 VaUey View Plat, Twp. Tigers. The Dec. 11, 88-71 loss
Panther outfit to capitalizeon Shorey, f ........ 1
17 We made statues out of dough,
them and shoot out to the vic- CampbeU, c ...... 8
was Holland’s last until Friday.
Georgetown.
TunstiU. g .......5
played games and enjoyed a
tory tnorgi"
For what it is worth, Holland
Arthur Schaap and wife to
15 treat from Terry Riemersma.
With lust over six minutes Benford, g ....... 7
Arnold O. Schaap and wife, Pt. managed to hold the winners to
6 Cathy Van Slooten,scribe.
left, Holland trailed by nine Dawson, g ...... 2
Lot 3 Blk. 5 Visscher’sAdd. their second lowest point total
The Friendly Nine Blue Birds
points, 37-48 and were still in Walker, f ........1
City of Holland.
this season. They scored 85 in
4 met at the home of their lead- Roger J. Brouwer and wife to winning over Ann Arbor in the
contention. At the 5:37 mark, Taliaferro,f ..... 1
er on Jan. 11. After a short La Monte R. Fineout and wife, second game of the season.
Christian was down, 50-49 be34 16 22 84 business meeting Mrs. Jack
Totals
fore a defensive error on the
iw-14 City "of Holland also turned in one of
Westrate. our leader, and Mrs.
fast break and two bad passes
the best defensive jobs against
Charles Nivison took us to the | Robcrt Tlmmer and wife
set up the turning point.
the Tigers this season In the
Holland Post Office. We had a , Nicholas A Yoilker and wife
Up until the break in the final
third quarter. They allowed the
very nice tour We learned
,2 Maple Driva Sub
period. Christian had the Panwinners only 11 points.
thers in trouble on several occamany things about how the Post Holland
Besides the fine defensive efsions. During the third period,
Office is run and how we should john 'Huitema etal to Van fort, the Dutch also displayed
mail a letter. It was very inter- Houten Build€rs
91 Fourth
some fine shooting and scored
n, D.
. Add., Pine Height] Sub. Twp. 24 points in the period. This
The SunflowerBlue Birds of Georgetown
rally, after being down 48-29 at
Waukazoo school spent their1 HaJold Jacoby and
to
half, put the Dutch back in the
Fifteen persons are running in
Jan. !4th meeting working on
Martinie and wife, game at the end of three quarthis year's city elections, and a
primary will be held Feb. 15
scrapbooks. The treat
12 Boerman Plat, Twp, Zee- ters only six points separated
determine candidate, in three !?r the mDeet,m« was brought by land
the teams, 59-53.
Denise Beckman. Kim
Huitema etal to Van In the third quarter. Holland
,
,
Houten Builders Lot 95 Fourth made its inside and outside
The deadline (or tiling peti“l*e,
The Third grade Funny Com- Add pine Heights Subd. Twp. game work. Driving guard Cal
tions was Saturday at noon
pany Blue Birds of Montello Georgetown.
Beltman picked up three basPrimaries will be held for
Park school met at the home of Henry DeVries and wife to kets while Mike Lawson got two
councilman-at-large,third ward
their leader on Jan. 5 and start- Frederick LeFebre and
w'fe' underneathand Bob B r o 1 i n
councilman and fifth ward couned their maracas by covering
nwi/4 10-6-13
scored a pair on jumpers.
cilman. The two leaders In each
burnt out light bulbs with nar- Georgetown
In all. the Dutch made 10
of the primaries will be the canrow strips of newspaper dipped Theo Voetberg and wife to baskets in 16 tries in the third
didates for the April 5 elections.
in a thick flour and water paste. Pjne creek Christian Reformed
frame and added four free
The complete list of candidates (with incumbents listed Miss Velraan directed them as church Pt. SW‘4 6-5-15 Twp. shots, two each by subs Dan
part of her Jean Teen project. Holland.
Colenbranderand Larry Pete,
first) is:
The treat was by Gretchen
justin Busscher and wife to
who each also had a basket.
Mayor — Nelson Bosman.
Kok. On Jan. 12, they pounded Maynard Bruins, Lot 15 Troost’s John Leenhoutsgot the other
Councilman-at-large- Donald
the maracas on the table to Sub. Twp. Holland.
field goal.
Oosterbaan, Marvin Keen, Luke
break the inside glass which j0ris Kerkstra and wife to
But in the fourth quarter it
Kuna, Donald Stoltz
was more of what was seen in
Tom Dear
the first two periods and the
... fine performance
Third Ward Councilman—Dr.
Class A defending state chamthe Maroons trailedby two and
In two and so she made the Hazen L. Van Kampen and wife,
pions worked to perfectionwith
three points before some great Hollis H. Clark, Jr.. William De
drum. She covered a large oat- pt. Lot 10 Blk 31 City of Holoutside shooting by 6’5” Sam Mots. Cornelius Huizenga.
excellent shooting and a ball
meal box with red and yellow iand
Campbell sent Rouge out to
Fifth Ward Councilman—Morhawking defense
oil cloth, painted the top black Richard P Taylor and wife to
10-point
! ris Peerbolt,James Gamby,
With L. C. Bowen leading the
and decorated it with Indian George Lenters and wife. Lot
The famed River Rouge all Harold Michielson.
way with four baskets in the
symbols The treat was by 97 Bouws Sub. No. 1, City of
court press, triggered by two Municipal Judge — John GaLynn Essenburg, Mimi Suze- Holland
pint sized guards, Bill Tunstill lien,
U of 17 in the fourth period,
and Benny Benford, was in oper- Associate Municipal Judge —
16 and
Bine Birds o.
-d'™"
atioo all afternoon but it almost Gerald Van Wyke.
10 of 16 in the first half, but
Holland Heights school met on wife. Lot 69 Broadview Garproved a liability Instead of an
offset by the poor five of 23
Jan. 19. They went on an inter- dens, Twp. Georgetown,
asset. In their efforts to contain
in the third quarter, gave the
esting tour of the Telephone Co. Cascade Lumber Co. to Herthe Christian guards, Larry
winners 35 of 72 for a fine 49
and stopped for refreshmentsbert L. Goodes and wife. Pt.
Klaasen and Tom Deur, particper cent.
with their dues money. The Lot
Baywoodlands,Twp.
ularly, the Panthers pressed
Many of Benton Harbor's basgirls were Jeannie Schippa, Park
themselves Into foul trouble earkets were made off the fast
Laurie Deters, Sheryl Layman, Phila Andre to Allen M.
ly and left the floor at halftime
Jan Allen, Barbara Marlink, Groendyke and wife, Pt. SWV* break. Bowen was having an
with four of the starters havoff night shooting and had only
Jeanne Mulder, Pam Schipper, SW^ 244-13 Twp. Georgetown.

RIVER ROUGE -

1965

Kragt-Agema

Ottawa County Harborites

River Rouge It now U*2 while
Chriitian it 74 and engages an*
other rated dub at Ludingtoo
next Saturday afternoon.
HeUasi Christiaa {Hi
FG FT PF TP
2
1 0'

hoiks

4,

,

I

wl™

ing three fouls apiece.
Gayie Moes
___
1 three baskets in the first
and Kalmink from out. the
the
Maroons
Nine applicationsfor building Debbie Kathmen.
Maroons scored nine straight
couldn’t come through at the
permits for a total of $30,900.00
points to build up a 10 point
right time with
i the
the big play
fs.
reak.
in constructionwere filed it the
bulge. At the 4:42 mark. ChrisIn the first half alone, Christia
ian
He
pulled
down
16
rebounds
office of City Building Inspector nied by Mrs. William Layman, Kenneth Cook and wife to
tian led 30-16 and were looking
missed four straight "one and
Gordon Streur last week. They Mrs. Keith Nieboer, and Mrs. , Fred S. Todd Jr. and wife, Pt. as the Tigers outrebounded
strong Van Wagoner was forcones” which could have acHolland,
39 - 26. Lawson had
Randall
El« SEV4
16-7-14 Twp.
ed to substitutefreely with his
counted for eight points. Then
nine for Holland and blocked
Donald Zoerhof, 354 Country On Jan. 18, the “Four Peeps” Allendale
two guards, Stu Purkey and
in the third period when the
several shots.
Phi! W i e c h m a n, Holland in San Francisco He drove to Gary Wagers, in foul trouble as
non
and of Waukazoo school met at the Pinewood Manor, Inc. to
Holland couldn't handle the
Pri^ rear and window’ $2’000' G,enn home of their leader and fin- Nicholas Yonker ar.J wife.
Los Angeles and took his first was' PritchettAfter Christian
peed and quick hands of 5'9 American Legion Park golf pro,
nirlrpH
fmirth tn an
ished their charm bracelets and Lot 23 Pinewood Manor Sub.
jet flight to Chicago. His re- built up a 39-24 lead, the losers
ohn
Rudley
and
5’8”
Dave
! arrived ln Ho,land Friday for a
picked up his fourth to go along wtltart Penn., 786 Myrtle then started spool knitting. Pat- Twp. Holland
turn surprised his family.
whittled the count to 39-28 at
with Benford’s fourth personal,
Ave., finish off upstairsfor bed- ty King treated with boxes
Codecs.
Est. Wilhelmina 1
Time and a8ain the two brief respite from the pro tourhalftime.
but Christian couldn’t take ad- room, $900; Witteveen Bros.,
guards
intercepted
passes
or
ney
and
then
heads
for
Florida
milk duds. Christi Huyser, Buis, Dec. to Lorraine Lubbers,
It was a nip and tuck, but
Jenison Family Hurt
vantage quick enough to cause contractor
stole the ball. Rudley picked up this week.
Pt. Lot 15 Blk 60 City of Holoften
a loosely played third
the Panthers some real trouble.
eight baskeLs and Mack had six
Wiechman plans to drive to In Two Car Collision
James Minier, 376 Pine Ave.,
- land.
U-va Camp Fire group receivperiod, with both clubs strugPrice for Rouge and Deur for kitchen remodeling, utilityroom
Ellis
Hull,
the
lone
junior
in
West
Palm
Beach,
late
this
ed their candy sale materials. Harold InvestmentCo. to
Holland were both great. Both floor, remove partition in living
___ and
____ r__
........
. 0game,
_____
JENISON
Five members gling to get the upper hand.
practice
his
We each had something to do Thomas Alva Brown and wife, ! j*16 startinglineup,came in for week
flashed some beautifuloffensive
a Jenison family were treat- AUegan narrowed the count to
frequent passes from the pair play in a few tourneys and
moves
join the tour at the Pensacola
and released at St.
before the Maroons finaland added eight baskets
'
Hospital in Grand Rapids after *y managed to maintain a conlead their teams with 2o
n
---»» ™-*------ Elmer Toonstra and wife to
Benton Harbor's defense was Open, March 4
D. «nH
and v
E. rwn
Corp. sas
585 Fact
East r>nH
32nd to
earn beads. Jill
Wehrmeyer
23 points respectively. Rouge’s
“I’ve got some friends where a two car accident Sunday at sistent 10 point lead the rest of
St., industrialbuilding,$25,000; led us in the Pledge of Alleg- Agnes M. Glass. Lot 66 Third best shown in Holland'smisbig front line of Price, 6’2”, RoI
can stay at West Palm Eighth Ave. and Port Sheldon the P01*^ By this time both
____
ng The
_______
___
self,
iance ____
to our flag.
treat was
Pine Heights, Twp. takes. The Dutch lost the ball
lando Shorey, 6’6” and CampBeach.”
Weichman said, “and St. in Georgetown Township. Alferink and Pritchett were on
17
times
before
they
even
got
R. A. De Witt, 1043 West 32nd frora Kathy Allen. Carol Mes- Georgetown.
beU, 6’5”, speUed trouble for StM panel room, $400 1 I. Klein- bergen, scribe
Theodore Kozlowski. 30. of the bench with four fouls.
John Van Loo and wife to a shot. Nine times the losers I'm going to practice and work
914
Meadow Lane, driver of one Christian led 51-39 at the
the Maroons on the boards as jans, contractor
on
my
game."
“I’m
hitting
the
On Jan. 18. the Fourth grade Gerald HuizengaPt. SEV< NEVii lost it on fumbles, five on bad
they out-reboundedthe losers,
of the cars; Mrs. Kozlowski, 29; period’s end
ball
pretty
well
but
on
the
passes
and
three
on
floor
violaBen Altena, 39 West 28th St., Longfellow Camp Fire group 19-5-14 City of Zeeland.
43-34. Christian’s Harold AlferPritchett returned to the
California tour 1 didn't have and their children Mike, 5;
cupboardsin living room. $300; made candle holders for our
Cornelius Westrate and wife tions.
ink led the Maroon rebounders self, contractor
Dan,
3, suffered cuts and bruis- 8ame and scored two baskets
much
time
to
practice
and
the
When
HoUand
had
the
ball
ceremonialwhich will be held to Gordon J. Schuiteraan and
ahead of Jack Kalmink and Tom
pressure of qualifying was es. A daughter, Marcene, 8 before fouling out with six
Baker Furniture Co.. 573 C
on Jan. 25 at the home of our wife, Lot 28 WestratePlat No. they did a good job of shootWedeven.
suffered a fractured left arm ’ minutes left. Alferink stayed
lumbia Ave., wall and brick
ing as is evidencedby 45 per great."
leader. Mrs. Avery Baker. Su- 1, Twp. Georgetown.
Wiechman said “I don’t want OUawa County sheriff’sdep- on the h611^ until a minutes beThe shooting edge also went doorway,$900; A. R. De Weerd san Scott provided brownies
Harry Meyer et al to Jenison cent. But they got, only 58
to the Panthers who connected and
ant\ Son,
Qnn ^wronf™to lose my edge so I’ll be here uties said the accident occurred fore the end of the game. With
contractor
with cherries on. Our new offi- Christian School Lots 64 , 65 De shots, hitting 26. The Dutch had
on 34-77 for 44 per cent paced
about five or six days.” “My when a car driven by Judy Van- six differentMaroons breaking
periods
of
7-17,
4-10,
10-16
and
Vries Plat No. 2, Twp. GeorgeeJtestaU[ant’ii28
cers this month are president,
by a 58 per cent final quarter.
qu
driving game has been good and den Berg, 25, of 1918 Parsons info lhe scorin8 from this P°int
5-15.
Eighth St., panel wall and build Darla Winter; vice-president,town.
Christian hit a creditable 20-52
canopy, $150; Harold Langejans, Susan Baker; secretary, Gail
Adra. Est. Jacob Klooster- The Tigers jumped ahead to I’ve been hittingmy irons weU St., Jenison,failed to stop at the on- ,he Maroons were not to be
for 39 per cent.
man,
Dec. to Robert J. Form- stay with 2:56 left in the first and my putting’s fair,” Wiech- intersection and struck the denied as the fighting Tigers
Harper; treasurer.Cindy StrickRiver Rouge had trouble with
began to fade. Christianled
Hampson ManufacturingCo.. iand: scribei Marie Sherburne. sma and wife, NEVi NWVi and quarter on a Mack fast break, man continued. “It was a real Kozlowski
Christian’s defense all aftergood
tour
and
I’m
glad
I
went
The
accident
is
still under 59“45 Wlth 4
remaining and
14-12
after
the
game
had
been
SEV4
NEv4
8-5-14
Twp.
ZeeI 415 West 21st St., remove wall The Oda-knn-v famn Fire
; were in command the rest of
noon long and up until the last
install beam, %m_ Hilbink grouP sUrt^ making ouDDets land.
tied three times and the lead but it’s a rat race,” he conthe way. Four Maroons scored
five mmutes showed some spec- and Kemoker
sianea maxing puppets
cluded.
tacular outcourt shooting led by
KemP^r- contractor
the home of their leader, Gordon DeJonge and wife to changed hands twice. The Ti,
.
four points or more in the last
He
plans
to
participate
in
the
Stuart D. Overway and wife, gers led, 21-16 at the quarter.
Mon Dies of Heart Attack period
Benford, TunstiU and Campbell, c- «• ,lc
Mrs’ Cochran We modeled th* Lot 42 Maywood Park Sub. Twp.
PGA
National Stroke-Play tourHoUand didn’t get its inside
heads with paper mache. The
The Maroons led 24 and 4-2 b,X B,rths Recordcd
Al the chanty stripe, Chrisgame working in the second ney, Feb. 11-14. It’s an off-tour While En Route to
name
of our puppet show will Holland.
before the Panthers took over At Holland Hospital
tian connectedon 16 out of 28
tourney
and
John
Barnum
of
John H. Bouwer and wife to quarter as planned and the Tibe “The Comical Tragedym of
GRAND HAVEN — Joseph E. tries, while Allegan hit on nine
to hold slight leads
Ralph Holtrust and wife, Pt. N1^ gers took over the play with a Grand Rapids Blythefieldis deScanlan, 55. of 18440 168th Ave , out of 18 Alferink followed
the period It was 16-12 with
blrths were rePortedal Puncb and Jud-V- Roxanne Ten
fending
champ.
Wiechman
said
SWi4 19-5-15 Twp. Holland.
27-point splurge to account for
minutes left although Christian Ho,land Hospital over the week- Cate brought the treat. We conhe wUl also play in a couple of Spring Lake, died of a heart Deur's 27 with 14 while Pritchett
Edward Dreyer Jr. and wife the 19-pointhalftime bulge.
narrowed it to 17-16 and 19-18 end
wotrk,n8
the
other
tourneys before trying to attack while en route to work led Allegan with 11.
to Arnold Dreyer and wife, Eft
Rudley led the winners with
Holland Christian (72)
before the winners spurted
0n Fnday
'Ve pain*ed
ne^Ne"* "^VirTwo 20 while Bowen and HuU each qualify for the PensacolaOpen. early
the last seconds to a 23-18 miar- * was born to Mr. and Mrs. heads today and made hair
4 Ntj 4 Z8^14
FG FT F>F TP
A truck driver of the Ottawa
Wiechman said the list of
had
18.
Bowen
made
10
points
ter
Baltazar Beltran of 1634 East them. We planned our costumes B tendon.
Steggerda, f
....
1
1
3
touring pros will be down for
in the final quarter. Coach Don
Coach Lofton Greene's club 1 Ninth. st a s°"- Donald Lee. Debbie^ Cochran brought the I
1?
8
2
1
the March tourneys and he felt his body in his car which had Wedeven, f .. ....
Piersma lauded the “tremenoutscored HoUand. 14-13 in the was h0™
and Mrs. treat. Debbie Cochran,
L- uamslra aM wue»
Alferink, c
4 14
...
2
dous job” Leenhouts did on it would be easier to qualify. pulled into the median strip of
Norman
Scheerhooren
of
213
On
Jan. 18. the Daconia Wood {J Gak Fark
second period and did up the
Explaining the pressure of US-31 at the north entrance to T. Deur, g .. ... 11 5 3 27
Ferris Ave., and a daughter,Gatherersof Longfellow school HoUand.
Klaasen, g .. ....
4
8
4
Standings
sion before the Maroons led hv Jube Jan- was h0™ to Mr. and met at the home of their guard. _
Kalmink. f .. ....
1
2 11
Dpnr man tppd tn whittle thp Mrs Robert Bcsma of 555 East ian, Mrs. Bamborough. Susan East Sauqatuck Boy
Sharda. f ... ....
0
1
1
Diego tourney, he shot a par ty Co. for 29 years
Benton Harbor .......... 6
bulge
Cen^
Lievenae, president,opened the Hurt in Two-Car Crash
*
Hulst. g
2
....
0
0
72
and
missed
qualifying
by
' Survivingare the wife.
Holland ............... 4
D. Deur, g
0
....
0
1
sion. The Panthers were ted by | .Sat“rdayblrth|'ncll!de a
,^d,
stru0ke,
.... former Sadie Bolthouse, an
- old Mark Bird, Muskegon Heights ...... 3
Price’s seven points aU from dau8hter, Dawn Renee, born to brought the treat. We talkedEight - year
.
J*e.
bad
earned
a
qualifying S0Ili Robert at home
the outside
Mr and Mrs Randa11 Hofraeyer about requirements, our coming ! son of Mr. and Mrs. Obert P. Traverse City ..........2
Totals ..... ... 28 16 18 72
berth in the Los Angeles Open
ChrisUan made its bid in the!
142nd Ave., and a son ; ceremonial and made symbol- (Bird of route 1, East Sauga- Muskegon ............2
Allegan (51)
because of his finish in the ;
,
Ivan Boyd, born to Mr. and grams. Jan Weller,
tuck, was referredto a local Grand Haven ..........i
third stanza, hanging doggedly
Cajun tourney but V/iechman Issue Ticket m Crash
FG FT PF TP
Mrs. Ivan Ver Hoeven of
On Jan. 18 the E-ka-wee Camp physician for treatmentof mi
Pritchett,f ....
to the Panthers to whittle the
1
5 11
Bowen.
Bowen
went
into
the didn’t make the cut. There were
Fire group met at the home of nor injuries suffered m a twoSchreur,
f
.. ....
lead to 39-37, 42-39 and 45-41 be- 1 W”‘ 'fi’h
2
0 10
18
spots
in
the
Crosby
tourney
our leader. Mrs. Mooi. Marie car accident Saturday at the game with a 31-point average.
... ....
4
8
hind Deur's six points and sub I Monday ra<>n’u’ga ,laughtcr'
2
The
winners
made
17
of
28 and 168 golfers were seeking land police with making an im- Oram,
Rhonda Lynn, was born to Mr Waalkes collected dues and then intersectionof Ninth St. and
Kalmink’s four. Greene tried to
4
4
berths. He made the 18th spotj
0
per left turn after the car Wagers, g .. ....
free throws.
and Mrs. Elon HuUt Jr of 11300 we discussedour candy sale Columbia Ave.
Purkey, g .. ....
break the Christian defense by
4
5
with a 73 on the Pebble Beach
1
Beltman
led
Holland
with
20
VaUey View Ave., AUendale.
and planned our ceremonial. HoUand poUce said the young4
puUing the big CampbeU to the
2
2
and Lawson had 14. Both picked course when he birdied the last car driven by Paul M. Geer- T. Wilcox, g ....
Later we played on Nancy ster was a passengerin a car
Cook,
f
hole.
7
outside and he responded with
....
1
0
lings,
20,
of
route
3,
Holland,
Mod’s trampoline. Darcey Ver driven by his father which col- up three fouls in the first half.
0
2
three long one handers to give Friday Bridge Winners
2
The Holland pro shot a 75 on , at the intersectionof Eighth St. J. Wilcox, f ....
Beltman fouled out with two
Hey, scribe.
lided with a car driven by
his team a 57-47 margin going
the Monterey course and 79’s at | and River Ave. at 8:12 p.m.
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Are Announced by Club

into the finale.

First place pairs at the FriFinally after trading points
for the first two minutes of the day DupUcate Bridge Club were
last quarter, the Maroons show- Mrs. Ivan Wheaton and Mrs.
ed signs of tiring and the Pan- WUliam Wood, north-south,and
thers picked up steam with the Mrs. J. B. Vander Meer and
three crucial baskets in less Mrs. Craig Hitchcock, eastthan a minute to speU defeat west.
for HoUand. They led 67-81 with Other north • south winners
a little over three minutes to go were Mrs. Thomas Turner and
before the Panthers and Chris- Mrs. 0. E. MerUlat, second, and
tian subs finished up the m- Mrs. Gilbert Moeller and Mrs
William Murdoch, third
At the charity stripe, Chris- Mrs. George Minting and
tian hit oa Mod of a while the Mrs. William Utter were secwinners connectedoe 11 out of ood, east-west, and third were
^FoBowtag Deur4 a po^Ma lljlt^moml
wd Mrs.
.

i

test.

minutes left. The Dutch made
John W. Zuidema, 36, of 92
15 of 25 free throws. They chose
East 21st St. PoUce charged
Three Cars Collide
to staU for the final minute.
Bird with failure to yield the
In Rear-End Mishap
Holland, now 7-3, hosts Grand
right of way.
Haven next Friday night while
Three cars were Involved in
the Tigers entertainSouth
a re»r-endchain-reaction col- Ticketed After Mishap
Bend Washingtontonight.
lision at 8 a.ra. Monday on RiSally P. Giles, 16. ol 584
HoIIimI (17)
ver Ave. between 18th and 19th Lawndale Ct., was cited by HoiFG FT PF TP
Sts., HoUand police reported.
land police for failureto main- LeenbouU, f
2
6
3
1
A car driven by Charles W tain an assured clear distance
3
3
8
1
Fauquher, 62, of 328 Wildwood after the car she was driving Uwson, c ..... 7 0 4 14
Dr., struck the rear of a car struck the rear of • second auto Millard, g ....
2
3
6
1
driven by Justin W. Vryhof, 47, at 3:06 p.m. Sunday on Eighth Beltman, g ....
1 4 6 30
of 74 East 32nd St., polke said, St. near Central Ave. PoUce Kieinians, c ...
0
• 1 0
and
third car, driven by identified the driver of the sec- SSCulder, f , 2
3
S
•
Carolyn
Huhlig, II, of
Pete, g
1
t
1
•
!

e

M

the Fauquher

M

auto.*

1

146 East 40th

St. I

Tmh

J..

0

1

»
M

11

1

Totals ..... ...21 9 21 51
Pebble Beach and Cyprus and Saturday. PoUce said the Prince
make the cut for the final auto turned into the side of the
18 holes of the Crosby tourney. Geerlings car.
Mothers of Twins Meet
He made bis decision to come
At
Mrs. M. Miller's Home
home while attempting to qualWrecker, Truck Collide
ify for the Lucky International
The Mothers of Twins Club
Vehicles driven by Jacob
Groenhof,55, of 114 Garfield met Thursday evening at the
Bentoa Harbor (87)
Ave., Zeeland, and Norman home of Mrs. Martin MiUer.
FG FT PF TP Fynewever, 36, of 2770 Mary
The meeting was opened with
Bowen, f ....... 7 4 4 18 St., collided si 10:35 a.m. to- devotions given by Henrietta
HuU. f .......... 8 2 4 11 day at the intersection
of 136th
cwon w
iwn Blacouire foUowed by an inforDodd, c ........ 4 6 4 14 Avt. and Riley St.,
it., according i mal business meeting.
Mack, g ••««,,,«
0 0 11 to Ottawa County
ty depute
Connie Swieringademonatratrlrinara _____ ‘
Rudley, g ....... 8
3 20 Baulk
4
ooui uriverv
W9rv hooded_____
south
tow to make paper flowars
0
1 4 on 136th Avr, deputies said, which wen made by the group
...... i
Bsnwj., c ....... o
1
1 vhea tiw wrecker driven by to be used cn the club's Tulip
3
1
Fynowever struck the roar of i Time float. “ *
P
It 67
TotaU ...... II 11
GrooaMM's
didn't

Lr*.!

0

M M

'

/
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SUCCESSFUL YEAR —

Major Herbert

(left, in uniform) divisionalyouth

Fuqua,

ing of the local army. Others In the pictureare

m?

Salvation

Army Captain

H

ml

left to right) L.C. Dalman, advisory
board treasurer: Hil Buurma, advisory board
chairman:and William Sikkel,advisory board
(Essenburg studio)
vice chairman.

secretary, (from

congratulatesCapt. W. D. Stuart (right, in uniform) of the Holland-Zeeland Salvation Army
for a successful year at the annual dinner meet-

m

t

;vTat.

Party Honors
Sisters'

Tells of Year's Activities

Double
SPONSOR CARNIVAL — Members

Anniversary

Capt. W. D. Stuart said that

ior Welfare

League set up some

of the Jun-

of the booths

prior to their carnival at Jeffersonschool Fri-

1964 was a "most active year”
for the Holland - Zeeland area
Salvation Army.

North Holland
The North Holland Home

Stuart, corps officer for the

Economics Extension study
his report to group met at the home of Mrs.
60 persons gathered at the cita- Chris Sas Tuesday evening.
local army,

made

del for the annual dinner meeting Thursday night.
During 1964 the local Salvation Army fed 241 meals to
transients, provided 280 clothing
orders to families, gave casework service to 238 transients

Mrs. Josie Johnson presided
and Mrs. A. Veele, the secretary, gave the various reports.

Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis

pre-

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schreur
Allen J.

Mrs. Schreur and Mrs. Raak

and 175 families and assisted Papers” and "Business Facts ted by the Rev. John Van
1,074 persons through its Christfor Families.” Luncheon was Peursem of Zeeland on Jan. 26,
mas program. The army also
served
by the hostess and Mrs. 1940.
visited280 patients and gave
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Schroten1,161 gifts through its League of Marie Nienhuis. The next meetboer
acted as master and mising
will
be
held
Feb.
16
at
the
Mercy program.
tress of ceremonies at the dinStuart reported that total at- homeof Mrs. Albert Brouwer.
The Men’s Brotherhood met ner. Devotions were given by
tendance for youth programs
was 11,010,and 11,748 persons Tuesday evening. H. Knoll pre- Mr. Schrotenboer and Mrs.
attended adult activities. During sented and discussed the Bible Schrotenboer read a poem writthe year there were 35 meetings Study taken from I Peter 1. ten especially for the occasion.
Solos were sung by Mrs. Robert
of senior citizens with a total Luncheon was served.
Raak and music was furnished
Allen
Bosma
had
an
appen*
attendance of 3,403.
The local Salvaion Army aectomy in the Holland Hospi- by Sandy Brinks. Closing remarks and prayer were given
spent $26,962.02 during. 1964. The tal last Monday.
by Rev. Van Peursem.
Susan
Kievit
was
in
the
Holbreakdown of expenditures
Mr. and Mrs. Schreur have
shows $10,252.35 for direct cost land Hospital last week due to

Army "Prayer Power.” The Men’s
got its resources from four chorus under the direction of
land - Zeeland Salvation

sources: Greater Holland United Henry Frericks favored with

Fund — $11,280;donations and two selections.
On Monday evening the
Christmas offerings, $7,473.69;
Young Couples Club visitedthe
programs and activities,
Ottawa County Youth Home.
$7,171.29; and Zeeland CommunThe Circles of the Women’s
ity Chest, $900,
Guild scheduledto meet TuesThe balance at the end of the
day evening was cancelled due
year was $162.08.
to bad weather and road conAfter the dinner a program
ditions.
of "corps echoes” was preDavid Kooman, son of James
sented. Jennie K. Essenberg re- Kooman was in the Holland Hosported on the Golden Agers pital for observation.
club, the citadel band played
Blood donors are urgently
three selections, Mannes needed at the Red Cross Blood
Nyboer gave a testimonial,and Bank to be at the Roosevelt
the Golden Agers Chorus sang School in Zeeland Thursday,
three seJections.
Feb. 11.
Mayor Herbert Fuqua of A meeting of the Women's
Grand Rapids, divisionalyouth Guild and Circles will be held
secretary, recounted some of Tuesday night, Feb. 2. The prothe Salvation Army’s 100-year gram is entitled "A Service of
history. Fuqua traced the Story and Song” and Mrs.
Army's growth from the slums Hartgerinkwill give a naraof London to an organization of tion of ‘‘The Church Pew” as27,000 officersand cadets in 86 sisted by her sister who will

(Bullord photo)

Marriage vows between Miss
land, celebrated their 25th wed- Kathleen Vanden Bosch, daughding anniversaries by entertain- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Vanden Bosch of 737 Pine Bay Ave.,
ing their children,parents, broand Jerry Trantham, son of
thers, sisters and friends at a Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Trantham
dinner at the Sirloin Village of Lansing, were exchanged in
an afternoon ceremony on Jan.
Friday night.

sented the lesson on "Keeping are sisters and their double
Record of Important Family wedding ceremony was officia-

of services; $7,393.34 for gener- tonsillectomy.
"Our Rock” was the subject
al expenses and $9,317.33 for
personnel and administrative of the Rev. Lambert Olgers
sermon last Sunday morning
expenses.
Stuart reports that the Hol- and in the evening he spoke on

Mrs. Jerry Trantham

and Mr. and Mrs.
Raak of route 2, Hol-

of Zeeland

fuji mums. The bridesmaids,
Miss Judith Trantham and Miss

Deana Caul wore gowns

identi-

Vanden Bosch and

Clarence

bride's

Busses Hit
Two

Pack

a

Vander Werf Speaks
At Holland Lions Club

Dr. Calvin Vander Werf,
president of Hope College, adschool bus accidents in dressed the Holland Lions Club

Annual Leprosy Mission
Service Set for March 31

mother wore

a
Bouquets of white mums and white brocade gown with a blue
gladioli, palms and candelabra lace bodice and
matching
decorated the Alumni Memorial white jacket complemented with
Chapel at Michigan State Uni- blue accessories. The groom's
versity in East Lansing where mother selected a pale pink
the ceremony was performed. brocade gown with matching
The Rev. Chester Postma offi- jacket and pink accessories.
ciated at the double ring cere- Both had corsages of pink gar-

Dr.

Uyl.

Vanden Bosch.

mony.
nette roses.
Penna Rose was organist and
After greeting 75 guests at a
Donald Schram was soloist.
reception at the Pickwick Room
Given in marriage by her in the Albert Pick Motel in East
father the bride wore a full- Lansing, the newlyweds left
length gown of satin peau fea- for a skiing trip at Shanty
turing long sleeves, bell skirt Creek Lodge in Bellaire. The
with re-embroidered Alencon bride wore a three-piece aqua
la'e and small pearls as trim. suit with brown accessories.
A small pillbox headpiece of Both were graduated from
matching lace secured an illu- Michigan State University and
sion vtil. She carried a bouquet the bride is an executive trainee
no children.
of white roses and stephanotis. for Marshall Field and Co. in
Mr. and Mrs. Raak have Miss Marcia Bosch, maid of Chicago,while the groom is
three children, Robert D. of honor, wore a floor-lengthgown management trainee for Dun
Olive Center, Arloa who is in
of sapphire blue velveteen with and Bradstreet in Chicago. They
nurse's training at Kalamazoo a matching velveteen pillbox
reside at 3001 Western Ave.,
and Judie at home.
headpiece. She carried three Park Forest, 111.

Two School

Engaged

maid of honor.
Case Hoonhout was the best
man and ushers were David
cal to that of the

The

16.

day night for special education students. Working on the fish pond are (left to right) Mrs.
Howard Poll, Mrs. Jack Glupker and Joan

Tanis. Some 24 Junior Welfare League workers
took part in the project, and 70 special education students were invited to attend the fun
night activities Co-chairmen of the event were
Mrs. Charles Bradford and Mrs. Larry Den
(Sentinel photo)

Area Mothers
Net

$7,000

3003

Has Meeting

The annual Praise Service of
the Women’s Societies in the
interest of Leprosy Missions

be held March 31 at 2
p.m. in Third ChristianRe-

will

formed Church of Zeeland with
Miss Lois Marsilje, missionary

Scout Pack 3003 held their nurse in Ranipet, India, as keymeeting at Lincoln School Wed- note speaker.
nesday night.
Plans were made at the Jan"American Trailblazers” was uary board meeting of the fedthe theme for January and each
eration held Monday afternoon
Den prepared a skit with cos- in Maple Avenue Christian Retumes and properties.Den 3 formed Church with about 100
gave the opening ceremony.
delegates attending. AnnounceDen 4, Danny Smith, Mike ment also was made of the
Trethewey and Billie Camfield children’smeeting in the interportrayedthe "Sicning of the est of Leprosy Missions to be
Declarationof Independence;”held on April 4.
Den 5, Duane Bush, Chuck Mrs. Henry Steenstra, secredodders,-Ricky Koella and tary of the local organization,
Miss Carol Rigterink
Mr. and Mrs. Gilmer Rigter- )ennis Morris portrayed ‘ Ben- conducted devotions and guest
ink of route 2, Hamilton, an- amiq Franklin;”Den 3, Linda soloist was Mrs. Claus Bushouse
nounce the engagement of their )e Koster sang a folk song who sang "Because I Walk
daughter, Carol, to Ronald while Raymond Martin, Kerry With Thee” and “Just Leave It
Prins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Forsten, Peter Kooiker and with Him,” accompaniedby
Andrew Prins of route 5, Hol- Scott De Koster acted out "Civ- Miss Ruth Teerman.
il War.”
Mrs. Howard Van Egmond
land.
A summer wedding Is being Den 2 portrayed the Wright resided at the business meetbrothers’ first flight. Taking
id emphasized the motto
planned.
part were Pieter Vander Werf, "Workers Together” which
George Beukema, Jina Vriel- was selected by the Federation
ing, Ricky Lawsen and Ricky organizationalmeeting 45 years
Simpson.
ago. Slides of the leper work in
Den 1 presentedthe "Astro- the Teles Colony are available
nauts.” Taking part were Scott to any group.
Kimber, Richard De Witt, Doug-' The annual World Day for
las Parrot, Douglas Woodwyke Leprosy Sufferers will be oband Steve Gemmil.
served this Sunday. The purCubmaster Randall Kyes an- pose is two-fold,to focus attennounced the coming softball tion on the 15 to 20 million
program and the Blue and Gold people in the world who are
banquet.
suffering from leprosy and to
Den 1 was presented a base- challenge the Christian church
ball bat with each boy’s name to accept a larger responsibility
inscribed on it for having the to alleviatethe suffering.
most parent attendance for Officerselected were Mrs.
three months. The den also Howard Van Egmond, presigave the closing program.
dent; Mrs. Abraham Van Hoven, vice president; Mrs. Henry

Holland area mothers, canthe Holland area Friday after- at their noon-day meeting vassing in near-zero weather
noon resulted in only minor in- Tuesday at the Warm Friend Thursday night, collected more
than $7,000 in their annual
juries to two students. Neither Hotel.
of the injured required medical
Dr. Vander Werf described Mothers’ March for the March
attention.
the operation and work of of Dimes.
At 4:08 p.m. a car driven by Hope College and gave the
Ottawa County Mothers’
Richard L. Dalman, 17, of Hud- Lions Club a descriptionof March chairman, Mrs. Andrew
sonville, struck the rear of a bus what to expect in college life in Dalman, said $7,013.83 had been
driven by Harold Oros, 35, of the coming 10 years and what counted at Mothers’ March
Allendale,which had stopped to it will mean to Hope College. headquartersin City Hall
discharge passengersat the inJanuary is a special time for Thursday night.
tersectionof Pierce St. and 68th the Lions Club dedicated to
Three areas turned In their
Ave. in Allendale Township.
the foundersof the Lions and collections Friday, Mrs. Dalman
Dalman suffered facial cuts the Holland Lions saluted Rus- said, and other individualswere
in the crash and was treated by sell Vande Poel,
charter still sending in contributions.
J. Ten Gay, second vice
an Allendale physician.Two stu- member.
Mrs. Dalman indicated it might
Schuitema,
president; Mrs. Henry Steendents on the bus were shaken Harris Pieper, chairman of be nearly a week before final
stra, secretary; Mrs. David
up and suffered minor bruises. the Lions polio drive, gave as- results of the Mothers’ March
Lam,
assistant secretary; Mrs.
Ottawa County deputiescited signmentsto Lion members for can be fully tabulated.
Jacob Bierema, treasurer; Mrs.
Miss
Gloria
Faye
Lubbers
sing.
Dalman
for
failing
to
maintain
Although no goal had been
different lands.
soliciting Holland merchants
Lee Schuitema led the Chi- Wilfred Merryman, assistant
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Luban assured clear distance.
Capt. Stuart’s 11 - year - old
set for the Mothers’ March,
for the polio drive.
cago
round with 772 and Vera treasurer; Mrs. Donald De
An Allegan High School bus
daughter,Anne, received the Theta Alpha Chapter Has
Mrs. Dalman said March of bers of route 5, Holland, anYork
the regular round with Bruyn, auditor.
carrying 58 students and a semi
Dimes officials were hoping the nounce the engagement of their
highest award for the SalvaMiss Bonnie Arendsen
Program on 'Pictures'
Denominationalvice presidaughter,
Gloria
Faye,
to
Dale
truck were involved in an acci776 in Holland Archery Club
total collectionswould approach
tion Army’s youth program. She
dents are Mrs. John VogelGiven
Bridal Shower
B. Boss of Los Angeles, Calif.,
dent
Friday
afternoon
on
110th
the
$7,500
mark.
action Thursday night at the
was awarded the commissioner Mrs. Bernard St. Jean enterzang Jr., Christian Reformed;
The Holland area's goal for son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss Armory.
sunbeam award by Mrs. Herb- tained the Theta Alpha Chapter St. near M-40, but no one was
A
bridal
shower
was
given
Mrs. Gordon Van Putten, Reof
Martin,
Mich.
injured, Allegan County deputhe month-long March of Dimes
ert Fuqua, divisionalguard and of Beta Sigma Phi at her home
Friday
night
for
Miss
Bonnie
Other
Chicago
round
scores
formed; Mrs. William Padgett,
campaign is $12,500, and the Plans are being made for a
sunbeam director. The sun- at 805 Pioneer Ave. Monday ties reported.
were Dale Streur, 727; Bill Methodist;Mrs. Gerald GlupThe bus, driven by Earl Mc- Arendsen at the home of Judy goal for the south half of Ot- Feb. 26 wedding.
beams and guards are the evening.
Brown, 669; Dave Vanden ker, Immanuel Baptist; Mrs.
Bridge, 69, of Allegan, stopped Hemmeke. Hostesses for the tawa County is $19,700.The
names of the Army’s youth proMrs. Paul Divida conducted
Brink, 657; Dave Doyle, 645; Ralph Richman, Zion Lutheran;
evening
were
Mary
Nykamp,
to let pupils off, and the truck,
Mothers’ March is traditionally
gram for girls.
a business meeting and gave a
Allegan
and Glen Brower, 642.
Mrs. Richard L. Raymond,
driven by James Miller, 42, of Carol Raak and Judy Hemmeke. the largest single event of the
Hil Buurma is chairman of report on the Bridal Fashion
Regular
round
scores follow- Presbyterian; Mrs. Harold ZuA
two-course
buffet
lunch
was
New Carlisle,Ind., stopped beMarch of Dimes campaign.
the advisory board for the Hol- Show which the sorority sponing York’s 776 were Gene Hid- ber, Wesleyan Methodist.The
Institute Is Set
hind it. When the bus started served. Decorations included an
land - Zeeland area Salvation sored last Wednesday evening.
dinga, 768; Jim Van Duren and s' ate was presented by Mrs.
up again Miller attempted to umbrella trimmed with mink
ALLEGAN
—
More than 500 Ron Overweg, 762; John Mul- Padgett, chairman of the nomArmy. Other officers of the ad- Plans are also being made for
green
pom
pons.
Persons
pass it, but the bus made a
visory board are William Sik- the sorority’sValentine dinnerAllegan county schoolmarms der, 754; John Lam, 748; Jerry inating committee.
Guests included Judy B ere ns,
left turn and was hit by the
kel, vice chairman; L. C. Dal- dance whidi will be held at the
The April board meeting will
Hurt
in
Bonnie De Weerd, Delores Distruck. No ticketswere issued.
are expected to attend the an- Brink, 732; Fred Hieftje, 730;
Max Bakker, 728; Augie Stas- be held Monday, April 12, and
man, treasurer; and Mrs. Ger- American Legion Memorial
selkoen, Glenda De Kam, Evie
Three persons were injured nual county Teachers’Institute
sen, 726; Jim Tenckinck,724; the speaker will be the Rev.
trude Frans, secretary.
Park ClubhouseFeb. 6.
Geerlings, Elayne Huizenga, in a two-car accident shortly
VFW
Auxiliary
Members
at Griswold Auditorium,Alle- Jim McGregor, 716; Stu Har- George Bennett of Waukegan,
Also serving on the advisory
Mrs. Robert Krueger and Mrs.
Jean Mannes, Marcia Mulder, before noon Friday on 1-196 a
gan, Friday, Feb. 5.
rington and Paul Morley, 714; 111., Central Area director. He
board are Donald Cochran, Ro- Russ Hedrick presented the cul- Hold Regular Meeting
Joyce Van Drunen, Mary Ny- half-milesouth of Holland.
and Ken Overweg, 701.
was recently 'returned from a
bert S. De Bruyn, Walter Rop- tural program entitled "PicDr.
W.
Lee
Martin
of
Indiana
kamp, Carol Raak, Judy HemAdmitted to Holland Hospital
er, Rev. William Hillegonds, tures.” They discussed especi- Members of the VFW Auxilisix-weeksurvey of leprosaria
Bob
Kloosteman
and
Oscar
University
and
Dean
F.
Berkmeke
and
the
guest
of
honor.
for observation was Helen McClarence Boeve, Ernest Post, ally drawings and sketchings. ary at a regular meeting ThursLemon,
698;
Buck
Fannon,
673; in Nigeria, Congo, Tanganyika
day evening in VFW Hall voted Unable to attend was Jayne Alpine, 51, of route 1, East ley, also of Indiana University,
Robert DeNooyer and John Van
Warren Kievit, 670; Steve and Burundi.
Each member was given an op- to give $10 to the polio fund Smits.
Saugatuck, driver of one of the
are to be the principalspeakers, Kline, 668; Duane Brink, 664;
Mrs. Van Egmond paid tribTatenhove.
portunityto demonstrate her and also to give a donation _pf
Miss Arendsen will become cars involved in the crash.
William Sexton, county Inter- Marcia Mulder and Jerry Van ute to past p r e s i d e n t Mrs.
own artistic ability. Dessert $131 to the Cancer Aid and Re- the bride of Ron Van Dam on Hospital officials said she sufmediate Superintendentof Hekken, 654; Harlan Morley, George Damson who died rewas served.
fered possible back injuries.
search fund which is the project] April 9.
Schools,has announced.
652; Lee Hiddinga, 650; Duane cently. The meeting closed
Mrs. Krueger will be hostess of VFW Auxiliaries.
Driver of the second car inThe program will begin at Berkhart, 647; Ken Lugten, 646; with prayer by Mrs. Henry Ten
volved in the mishap, David A.
Admitted to Holland Hospital for the next meeting on Feb. 8.
In other business it was an- Youth Slightly Hurt
9:30 a.m. with band music un- Carol Gras, 642; and Jerry Clay.
Nelson, 23, of Eau Claire,Mich.,
Thursday were Diane and Betty
nounced that 71 hours of comHostesses were
of
der the directionof Otsego Gras, 634.
As Tractor Overturns
and his wife, Martha, 21, were
Prins, 4282 Beeline Rd.; Mrs. Bridal Shower Is Given
munity service had been given
High School band instructor Ron Pas, 594; Nelda Van Maple Avenue Christian ReHUDSONVILLE
Elliot
released from the hospital after
John Kanera, route 1; Kirk
by the local auxiliary since the
Richard Swinsick.
Duren, 583; Eleanor Overweg, formed Church and table hostDoze man, 14, of 10436 36th treatmentof minor injuries.
Vander Ploeg, 50 West 30th For Miss Claudia Reek
last meeting. The charter was
An
M.E.A.
banquet
will be 573; Dan Gardner, 564; Carol esses were Mrs. Henry J.
Ave., escaped serious injury
Holland police said the Nelson
St.; Vearly Coffman, 227 North
Becksfortand Mrs. Gordon
Miss Claudia Reek was hon- draped in memory of Dorothy
when the tractor he was driv- auto struck the rear of the Me served from 11:30 a.m. until Overweg 482; and Milt BoerigDivision; Mrs. Gerrit Vos, 704
Mann,
Past
National
President
Streur assisted by Mrs. 'Gary
ored at a bridal shower Tues1:15
in
the
basement
of
the ter, 453.
ing overturned in a ditch south Alpine car after the driver was
Graafschap Rd.
Prins, Mrs. Peter Veltman,
day evening given by Mrs. Dale from Detroit.
Griswold Building.
Discharged Thursday were De Kidder, 300W West 17th St.,
Lunch was served by Mrs. of Hudsonville on 36th Ave. at apparentlyblinded by swirling
Mrs. Ralph Teerman and Mrs.
Women Accountants
8:44 p.m. Thursday.
snow stirred up by a passing
Bert Keene, route 1; Mrs. Earl
Neal Vander Bie.
assisted by Miss Merikay [Melvin Victor and her commit-l
Local
Optimist
Club
The youth was released after truck.
Machiele and baby, 1307 Wood- [Kamphuis.
tee.
Hold Regular Meeting
cliff; Mrs. Marvin Schultz and
Has Regular Meeting
Games were played and priz- The next meeting wUl be held treatmentat Zeeland Hospital
The Holland Chapter of Amer- Shrine Club Hosts 400
baby, 349 College Ave.; Mrs. es were awarded to Mrs. S. Feb. 11 at which time secret for hruisBs and abruiona of Holland Christian Class
The local Optimist Club held ican Society of Women Account- Children at Circus
Benjamin Stegink, 81 West 17th
Wyhenca, Mrs. K. Haynes and pals will be revealed.
Its regular meeting Monday in ants held their regular meetSt.; Curtis Windemuller,route
Miss Kamphuis. Lunch was
The Holland Shrine Club was
wrti
to.;
nomiUM d U. the Hotel Warm Friend.
ing Thursday night.
5; Mrs. Gordon Zuverink, 40
served.
Marriage Licenses
Members were shown a hunt- H. Maentz and W. Wichers boat to approximately400 handEast 29th St.
Attendingbesides the guest
Ottawa Ceaaty
on ‘The
up on
me icapped children Monday after^ Mrj Earl Vjmder MeuIaQ (or ing film which included Inter- addressedthe group
of honor were the Mesdames
Kenneth L. Morren, 21, St. 10
esting aspects of prairie chick- History and Financ
ring of Hoi- noon at the Shrine Circus in
Ticket Driver in Crash
Steven Vaas, Donald Reek, Charles, Mo., and Lillian Kosa luncheon meeting and set Sat- en and sharp ail grouse and fea- land's Windmill Program.'' Grand Rapids.
George Tubergen Jr., 41, of Fred Konze, Haynes, A1 sen, 20, Zeeland; Barton Lee Ticketed After Mishap
urday, May 22, as the date for tured long-time baseball great, Maentz outlined the
Their guests came from Holis history of
220 South 120th Ave., was eked Brandt, Wybenga, Forrest Bar- Volkers, 20, and Judy Wykstra,
Holland police charged
_ I Wayne the 1965 class reunion.
Ted Williams.
the project and Wichers, who land, Allegan, Saugatuck,Fennby Holland police (or failureto ber, James Hoata and Miss Su- 18, Zeeland; Wayne Boerigter, M. Lee, 17, of 176 East 16th St.,
Plana have been made (or a
Guest Bruce Betz of Grand served as "go-between”(or the ville and West Ottawa areas.
yield the right of way to through san Steggerda and Miss Susan 22, Zeeland, and I^ols Jacobsen, with falling to yield the 'right
dinner at Jack's Garden Room Rapids was Introducedto the Windmill Committee and the
During the circus the group
traffic after his car and a sec- Schuchard.
U. West Olive; Ervin Dale of way following a twtKar ac- followed by entertainment.
club members by Jack Dykstra. Netherlandsgovernment, relat- was treated with
ond auto collided Friday after- jAlao invited were Mrs. B Levandoskl,25, Grand Haven, cident Friday afternoon at the
Members of the committee Bud Raphael, president, Jim ed his experiences In the pur outs and ice
noon at the Intersectionof 15th Driscoll, Mrs. R. De Weerd, and Ilona Du Pont, 19, Ferrya- Intersectionof 12th St. and Co- are the Mesdames Henry Hoi
Frans and George Vander Wal chase of the windmill.
St. and Maple Ave. Police said Glnny Dick, Jackie Woodall, burg; Terry Dale Schurman, II, lumbia Ave. Police said Let's
atege, Eugene Overway, Justin met with a 12-man nucleus (or
Miss C. Ver Hage preaided at
Tubergen'acar counted with a Mary Dobben and Ruth Hyme. and Karen Faye Hetman, 18, car collidedwith an auto driven Petroelje,Roger Rietberg, Norcar driven by Ramon Htoa, 3»,
Was Reek will become the Holland; John £ Spruit, 20, ami h^ Marvin l. Meraman, 41, of man Uneroa, Paul VanneUe and a new Optimist Club at the Log the business meeting. Guests turn
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Youth Conveotiooand by Min
Dorothy Folkert who attended
the Inter-VarsityChristian Convention. The prayer of consecration was given by Viola
Joostberns. Ushers were John
Kleinheksel,

Bernard Nykamp

Edges

'ennville

Hamilton, 87-86
-

FENNVHiiE

Rich

Jor-

dan, Femville’i 5T’ all-state
guard, acored 55 points here
Tuesday night as Fennville edged Hamilton,87-86 for its 10th
win in 12 starts.
Jordan’s total tied his prep
career high of 55 points which
be made lest year in the district Class C tournamentagainst
MiddlevUle in the Hamilton
gym.
Against the Hawkeyes, Jordan made 21 baskets in 43 tries
and added 13 free shots. He has
scored 501 points in 12 games
for a 41.9 average.The little
senior made most of his bas-
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ntinel Printing Co.
Office M • M West in our newspapers but it is re- day night and selected 35 dele- contest,first was won by Klein- catis, Norman Mol, Kenneth met Tuesday evening in the
Pghth Street. Holgates and 35 alternates to the heksel, second by Potter, third Nienhuls, Donald Reuschel, Kay church. The program was on
land. Michigan.
corded in the Bible.
state Republican convention by Rich Por, and honorable! Stehowerand Henry Van Kam- mission work in new nations.
1 Second data postage paid at
I. God has an enemy in this Feb. 19 and 20 in Lansing.
Holland. Michigan.
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ing, 387 West 17th St.; Mark E.
noon at the intersectionof 16th
Thursday.
Hope. Enclosed is the check
perspective, transparent water topic “The Meaning of Christ
St. and College Ave. Police Heights School is the first of
Genzink, route 5; Leno Lopez,
She
was
the
former
Minnie
and we do want to thank Hope
this age group to take the Medicolor
and
opaque
water
color
for Paul.”
said the Kramer auto collided
304 West 14th St.; Betty and
and ink drawing. The classes In keeping with Youth Week, Lindberg. She married Cecil Diane L. Prins, route 1; Kevin College for remembering us,
with a car driven by Jack O. cal Self-Help Class offered by
Babcock in Spring Lake in 1921.
and may God continue to bless
will be held in the home econo- the evening service was in
Kalmink, 17, of 31 West Mc- the Civil Defense Department
He died in 1932. Mrs. Babcock Rabbers, 669 Saunders Ave.; all of you.”
of Ottawa County.
mics
room
and
will
be
taught
charge
of
several
young
people
Kinley Ave., Zeeland.
attended the Reformed Church Mrs. Roger Smith, route 1,
The course is designed to
by Mrs. James Frye.
of the church. Margaret Kaper
Hamilton.
at Fmitport.
help people survive in emerThe film “Face the Music”, was at the organ and Ellen
Admitted Saturday were Two Cited in Mishap
Six Unhurt in Mishap
Surviving are the son; a
gency situations,where trainedl
sponsored by the Youth for Lugten at the piano. The invoOttawa County deputies chargSix persons escaped injury medical help is unavailable. It|
daughter, Mrs. Donald De Witt Mauro Rivera, 237 East LakeChrist was shown in the high cation was given by Harold
of Muskegon; two brothers, Er- wood; Henry Vincent, 14305 ed Gerald O. Keel, 24, of 355
when an auto driven by Ken- is a 16-hour course and all atschool auditoriumSaturday Drenten and Nancy Brink led
nest Lindberg and Emil Lind- Stanton St., West Olive; Mrs. Harrison Ave., with failure to
neth E. Koning, 33. of 1661 tending receive diplomas.
evening, Jan. 30, at 7:30 p.m.
the congregationin repeating
Roger D. Prince, 12664 James maintain an assured clear disState St, left the road and hit
Mrs. Donald Van Kampen isi
Local students home between the Apostles’ Creed.
St.; Mary Jane Long, route 1; tance after the car he was driva fence along Ottawa Beach leader of the group and has Mrs.
semestersfrom Western MichiScripture was read by Dale
Ellsworth Pat Exo, 15807 Riley ing struck a parked car on OttaRd. near Oakwood Dr. at 12:32 Roger Jipping as instructorfor I
gan University are: Terry Tania and Dawn Beyer. The
St.; John A. Weller Jr, 107 wa Beach Rd. at 12:90 a.m.
p.m. Sunday. With Koning were the
Gale, Chris Sikkema, Rita Young People’s choir presented and five grandchildren
JWINtf HONOR— Miss Colleen
Crestwood Dr.; Stanley Van Tuesday.Deputies identified the
his wife end four children. OtThose attending are Nora
Groters, Delores Engelsman, the special music. The
^
Lawson, daughter of Mr. and
Otterloo, 163 East 25th St.; owner of the parked auto as
tawa County deputies said Kon- Bowman, Terri Bosman, DorinVonda VanderMolen, Janice gational prayer was byEarl ^eo/i Sign Causes Fire
Mrs. William Lawson of 721
Helen Helmers, 354 West 17th Donnell W. Parrett, 23, of 32
ing lost control of the vehicle da Conklin, Shelly Hamburg,
Easigate Ct., Holland, has
Vonk, Bonnie De Witt
Fire late Thursday cav
caused St.
West 17th St.- Parrett was cited
on a curve and skidded off the Jan Jipping, Karen Nieboer,
been named Holland Senior
Other studentswho enjoyed
Acting as deacons (or the minor damage to the roof of
Discharged Saturday were for parking cs the traveled porHigh
SchooTi
1965
Betty
Crocread
Vicki Vaclavik, Linda Van Kamns froi
college vacations
from Hope, evening were Kenneth Berens, the Clark Oil and Helming Mrs. David Becksfort,. 569 tion of the road.
ker Homemaker ot Tomor- U of
pen, Jean Yamaoka, Debby Herand Michigan State Randy Edmg. Jack J a p i n k, Cc
t’orp service station at 196 Eiat Riley; James Roieboom, 570
row She scored highestin a
aymp unualiy brings sig and Debby Jebb:
are Dave Van Beck, Ron Red- Daryl Ter Haar and Robert Eighth St. Holland firemen, Locust Ave.; Timothy Spurlock,
written homemaking examCause of most headaches it
loat revenue of any
Anyone interestedin this class
der, Kim Kotila,Pat Hall, Judy Wassink.The offertory prayer called to the scene at 11 p.m., 1537 South Wsshingtog;Mrs.
inationtaken by unior girls
believed to be migraine or musto most deiry may contact Mrs. Howard Dor
said the (ire was caused by
Dec 1, and is now eligible (or Tania, Dave Thompson, Larry was given by *Norma Koops.
Tbomag Hamlin and baby. 758 cular tension with anxi
I gelo, 191 West 99th St.
DeVries and Lloyd Enilng.
The message! of the evening electrical abort in a aeon light. Saunders Ave,; Jamee Nelson,
state and nationalhonors,
us that we are living in a world
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Woodard Becomes

Couple

Wed

Randolph

in

Bride of Timothy H. Gold

Lamont D. Dtrkic
new techniques, procedures and
resources are used. These ob-

4

Miss Marlene Critchett
Mr. and Mrs. John Crttchett
of Muskegon announce the enof their daughter,

>

rlene, to

Ed

Walterj, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Walters, of
route 2, Zeeland.

Plans are being made for

May

a

wedding.

%

mu.

servationsshould culminate with
a professionalexperience under
direct supervision of a master
teacher. If possible, students
should have experience in working with differentsocioeconomic and cultural groups They
should also participate in the
entire range of teacher activities, including the direction of
extra-curricular activities, conferences with parents, and attendanceat faculty meetings.
A Christian college such as
Hope is ideally equipped to pro-

>>

Mrs. Timothy Habberton Gold
Baldwin -CfcaM photo1

w

.

h
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BUYS SNAGS REBOUND - Chris Buys (20), Hope College
basketballplayer, put* down a rebound Saturday night against
ElmhurstCollege in the Civic Center. The other Hope players,
(partially hidden) are Clare Van Wieren and Floyd Brady. The
Elmhurst players are Don Anderman (21), John Dancy (43) and
pe won the game, 92-75. (Sentinel photo)
Bill Murdock (11). “
Hope

vide the encouragement, the
program, the faculty, and the
field experience which will produce well qualified elementary
teachers.It can provide the
atmosphere for learning with a
real purpose; it can stimulate

I

A
x

performance and hit on eight
of 17 tries.

He

scored 16 pointa

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Vender Galien Jr.
and trailed Brady and Clare
attendants wore pale
The Second Randolph Christ- 1 a floor-length gown of forest
the prospective teacher to live
Van Wieren. Brady had 23 and
Jane Elizabeth Woodard and Nile
ue green
areen chiffon gowns dewith a real purpose To be able
Timothy Habberton Gold ex- signed with jewel necklines and ian Reformed Church in Ran- 1 green velvet featuring a fitted
Van Wieren 22.
to understand the individualdifBrady’s rebounding was suchanged their marriage vows elbow sleeves. French blue dolph, Wto. was the scene oflbodk* and * bow at tiie waist,
A velvet ring headpiece held her
ferences of young children as
perb as he picked off 13 of
in the Christ Episcopal Church ribbon sashed the bodices with an evening ceremony Jan. 8
veil of netting. She carried a
created by God, and to be able
Hope’s 45. Sub Chris Buys also
in Owosso.
flat bows at the back. Attachf«U
which united Miai Sytvi» Hen®*, bouquet -mum, Mary Vander
to see the importance of dewas strong on the boards and
About 350 guests were present
veloping spiritual and moral
at the ceremony performed by the hemline. Matching bow daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Galien, sister of Uie groom, servFine teamwork and excellent in shooting along with Roy
liam Hen^st w 237 West 20th St., ed as bridesmaid and was dressvalues so that the child will live
the Rev. Alex Newell following headpieces completed
shootinggave Hope College’s Anker Buys had nine rebounds
their
in a vertical dimension,as ha
Holland, and Sam Vander Ga- ed identically to the honor attenwedding music played by Mrs. outfits.
basketball team a 92-75 win and Anker seven. Elmhurst got
finds his place in society B G. Kay. White spring flow- The bride’s cousin, as flower lien Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs dant.
over Elmhurst for its eighth 40.
these are truly the goals of a
The best man was Cliff Van
Van Wieren had 10 baskets
ers and fresh greens decorated girl, wore the same Nile green Sam Vander Galien Sr., of
win in 13 games Saturdaynight
teacher training program at a in the Civic Center before 1,200 in 21 tries and Brady, nine of
Beek
of
Randolph,
a
friend
of
Randolph,
Wis.
the altar.
chiffon. Her floor-lengthgown
15. Buys sank four of five in
The Rev. Fred Handlogten the groom. Groomsman was Miss Mary Nell Schaap Christian college.
The bride is the daughter of was also sashed with French
fans.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Schaap
the second half and helped trig*
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman E. Wood- blue ribbon with bow and officiated at the double ring Wayne Vander Galien, brother
The
Flying
Dutchmen
face
f Sheboygan,4Wis.
announce
. t, .
ard of Owosso and the groom is streamers at the back. To com- ceremony The church was dec- of the groom, and ushers
two tough road assignments ger the Hope attack with some
fine passes. Anker also hit
the son of Mrs. William Tripp plete her outfit, she wore a orated with candelabras, palms John Hengst. brother of the I
Tuesday and Wednesday nights
Nell, to Gerald W.
four of five.
of Allegan and Delray, Fla., and circletof tiny blue flowers as and bouquets of white mums, bride, and Frank De Young,
as they seek second wins over
Van Wyke, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Coach Russ De Vette again
the late Egbert H. Gold Jr.
Marilyn Slager played appropri- cousin of the groom,
a headpiece.
Lake Forest and ConcordiabeGerald J. Van Wyke of 89 West
received
fine floor games from
Attending the couple were
The bride'scorsage was fash- ated wedding music and accom- For the occasion the mother of
fore returning here Saturday
freshman sub Dave Bruininka
Mrs. Leonard Sasso, twin sis- ioned of white ranunculusand panied Alvin Medma who sang the bride wore a dress of mint 32nd St., Ho^and.
night to resume MIAA play
Both Miss Schaap
Schaap and Mr.
and Carl Walters,who made
ter of the bride, as matron of spring flowers and her attend- "Because"and the "Wedding green and white brocade with
against Adrian.
Van
Wyke
attend
Calvin
Colseveral fine "feeds’’ to the
honor; Miss Sharon Woodard, ants’ corsages were English
black accessories. She wore a
Hope's team play was at its scorers.Hope played a man-for*
lege. Mr. Van Wyke, who is
Miss Diane Woodard, of nosegays in shades of blue to
The bride, escortedto the corsage of white roses. The
The
monthly
Pack
meeting
of best, especially in the second
man defense throughout.
Owosso, the bride's cousins, carry out the color of the alter by her father, wore a floor- groom’s mother chose a brown Student Council president, will Cub Scout Pack 3052 was held
half, against Elmhurst.The
be graduated in June.
Hope made 16 of 26 free
and Miss Mary Jo Home of sashes.
length gown of brocade featuring two-piece brocade dress with
at Beechwood School gym last visitorsplayed a pressing zone
Miss
Schaap
is
the
grandthrows
and Elmhurst, nine of
Owosso and Miss Victoria DeMrs. Woodard, the bride’s a scooped neckline and fitted black accessories and two white
defense in the second half and 24. The losers sank 45 per cent
daughterof the late Rev. John Monday.
lano Gauntlettof Kalamazoo, mother, wore a hand knitted bodice. A bow at mid-shoulder roses for her corsage
C. Schaap, a former minister The posting of the American this proved advantageous for of their shots with halves of 18
as bridesmaids;Elaine Mihara ribbon lace gown, a slim sheath
A reception in the church par- of ProspectPark Christian Re- flag and the Cub Scout Pack the winners.
held the train of pointed watof 37 and 16 of 37. Don Anderof Hazardville,Conn., as flower of deep sapphire blue over
flags was conductedby Den 2.
teau. A crown of pearls held he; lors for 110 guests followed the for^^hur‘ch
FrequentlyHope was able to man had 19 for the visitors, who
girl; Myron Foster of Oak which sne wore a matching VFor opening ceremony, every- get the ball down the floor
fingertip veil, and she carried a ceremony.
now have a 4-10 record.
Park, best man; Lee Woodard, neck jacket with a collar of
white Bible covered with a
The groom is employed by his
one gave the Pledge of Alle- through the pressing zone and
Hope (92)
the bride’s cousin of Owosso, white scalloped mink. Her headgiance, then the Cubs gave the then found themselves in good
white orchid and mum stream- father as a well digger.
FG FT >¥ TP
Edward C. Kennard, of Green- piece was a white mink band
Cub Scout Promise, this was position for layups.
ers.
After a wedding trip to FlorVan Wieren, f .. 10 2 2 22
wich, Conn., Andrew Spence of and her corsage of white camelled by Den 2, the den mothers
As matron of honor, Mrs Jean ida the couple resides at route
The fast break also worked Brady, f ... .....
5
3 23
Saginaw, John Stuart of Grand lias was worn on a white
are Mrs. Jerry Kline and Mrs. well for Hope. Many times a Anker, c ... .....
Hengst, her sister-in-law, wore 2 in Randolph.
2
5 10
Rapids and Roger Friedman of French beaded and petit point
Dirk Renes.
Hope played would grab a de- Walters. ? .....
3
3
7
HuntingdonValley, Pa, as bag.
The project for the month fensive rebound, fire the ball Kronemeyer, g ..
0
2 16
Many
of
these
baskets
were
the
ushers.
The groom's mother was
was a Pinewood Derby race in up-court, and a teammate re- Buys, g
.....
2
3 10
result of their fast break. GodThe bride, given in marriage dressed in golden yellow peau
which each Cub made his own sponded with a layup.
0
4
Bruin
inks,
g
.....
2
win
built
their
lead
to
20
points
by her father, was gowned in de soie, complemented by a
car with his father’s help. Three
But even though Hope’s team
midway in the third quarter J
candlelight ivory peau de soie. flowered hat in gold and yellow
place Pinewood Derby ribbons play and shootingwere going
Totals ...... 38 16 18 92
and kept it at 20 points until
The basque bodice had a bateau tones. She wore a green orchid
were given for the fastest car
Elmhurst (75)
with 11 seconds left Edwards
neckline and the three-quarter corsage.
and for the general appearance clear and it
FG FT PF TP
hit on a jump shot to give them
sleeves were appliqued with
Following a buffet supper held
of the cars. The winners in the
Anderman, f .....
1
3 19
a 72-50 lead at the end of the
hand made Belgian lace. The at the Owosso Country Club,
fastest car division were first the winners broke the game Keller, f ........ 1
3
third quarter.
lace accented the high rise the couple left for a European
Godwin's basketball team
place, Dickie Kearns; second, open.
4
18
.
Knapp,
c
........
8
The
fourth
quarter
was
even
waist-line and the controlled honeymoon
Keith Rosendahl; third, Duane
kept a commandinglead in the as both teams scored 16 points
Because Hope was able to Boughton,g ...... 7
4 14/
skirt was trimmed in appliqued
The groom will continue his
Timmer.
get many layups and did a good Tyrrel, g ........ 2
scrollsof the lace as was the schooling, possibly at an Eng- Grand Valley League race as in the final stanza. Paul BussThe winners of the general job of passing to open men, the Dancy, c ........ 4
unpressed pleated back which lish university. He is a grad- the Wolverineswon their fifth cher led the way for the Panconstructionand appearance shooting average soared. The Murdock, g ...... 0
fell to a full court train.
uate of Leelanau schools and straight league game, 88-66, at thers as he had two driving laydivision were first place, Gary winners finished with 51 per Rumpf, g ........ 2
ups
and
two
free
shots
for
six
Miss Woodard was the 17th attended Carroll College in the expense of the West OttaVolkers; second, Duane Tim- cent, the best this season.
Phillips, g ...... 0
bride in the family to wear the Waukesha, Wis. The bride at- wa Panthers in the West Otta- points but this was not enough
mer; third Jim Haspas.
Hope
got 74 shots and made
as
Godwin
won
88-66
princess patternedhand made tended the Principia in St. wa gym Friday night before
Cubmaster Richard Kearns 38. But the majority of the
Totals
33 9 22 75
Starting early in the second
lace veil which cascaded over Louis, Mo., and was graduated 900 fans.
Dawn Marie Vander Molen made the announcementthat baskets were inside or short
Quarter, the Wolverinesouthusher dress and train. The veil from Leelanau School and Pine
Both teams played with a
Mr. and Mrs. Ebel Vander the constructing of the race jumpers. Hope made 19 of 36
belongs to her great aunt, Mrs. Manor Junior College at Welles- handicap as their scoring lead- tled the Panthers. Neither team
.
Molen of Grand Rapids an- track was done by Mr. Haspas. shots in the first half and 19 of
ley, Mass
Fred Woodard.
u the nounce engagement of their A skit was given by Den 3
ers suffered injuriesthis week. had a bo> over
38 in the second half.
, II0. . r nn4r\,nrio trt
The Panthers played with 6’4" Wolverines completely domm- daughter,
Dawn Marie, to Max and Den 4, on the monthly The winners led 42-30 with two
ated both the offensive and de-IJohnBWeighmmk
Mr
fensive boards. With Hollemans,
, .. Uo„ia„ u. theme of ‘‘America’s Trailblaz- minutes left in the first half but
Grand Valley Standings
ers.” Those presenting the skit the brief Elmhurst flurry cut
Edwards, and Isler leading
We‘ghralnk
0'
486 West 32nd St.
w
were Danny Van Nelson, David the margin to 42-36 at half. The
Mrs. Oliver Den Blyker was
way, the Wolverines gathered
A March wedding is being Soya, Karry Morrey, Bobbie teams were tied three times in
Godwin
in
66
rebounds
to
30
for
the
hostess to the GraafschapCivic East Grand Rapids
In
planned.
Nihboer, John Renkema, Ricky the second half with the last
Panthers.
Club Wednesday evening in her Zeeland ............
Brand, Tracey Bruursema, tie, 50-50.
Godwin had quarters of 11-21,
GRAND RAPIDS - Mrs. home. Assisting her were Mrs. Grandville ..........
Rudy Mascorro, Gary Volkers, Hope’s 50th point came on a
5-lii, 12-22, 8-29 for a shooting
Mary Elizabeth Oonk, 37-yearWest Ottawa ........
and Scott Wlodarczyk.The den "wrong way” basket by Elmpercentageof 40 per cent from
old former employe of the John Den Blyker and Mrs. Herhurst’sJohn Dancy, who got the
The address for Bern Dieke- mothers are, Den 3, Mrs. Ted
Peoples State Bank at Holland, man Breuker.Mrs. W. Mokma Bruce Van Huis, who set a the floor and they made 16-23
Renkema and Den 4, Mrs. Paul tap on a jump ball, dribbled tofrom
the
charity
line
for
almost
ma
is
Pvt.
Bern
Diekema,
ERwill be sentenced Feb. 11 in presided at the business meet- school scoring record of 33
Volkers.
ward the Hope basket and scor70 per cent. The Panthers had 16786213COF, 15th BN, 4th
Federal Court on charges of
The
closing ceremony, an ed. Floyd Brady, the nearest
ing. Plans were also made for points in the first meeting bequarters of 8-16, 6-20, 6-13, 4-17 TNGBDE 3rd Platoon, Fort
embezzling funds from the
article was read on good sports- Hope player, was credited with
the annual banquet to be held tween these two ball clubs. Van for a shooting percentageof 36 Knox, Ky., 40121.
institution while she was a savHuis
received
a
severe
ankle
manship in which a Cub Scout the basket.
at Jack’s Restaurant Feb. 24.
per cent from the floor and they
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Van
ings teller.
sprain in practice. For the
Hope’s driving game respondshould follow, this was led bv
No
regular
meeting
will be held
made
18-34
from
the
charity
line
Dam and Gerald and Mr. and Den 1, with Mrs. George Moeke, ed for 11 points to Elmhurst’s
Mrs. Oonk voluntarily apWolverines Bob Van’t Hof, who
peared and answered the in February and Mesdames scored 22 points in the last for 53 per cent.
Mrs. Arden Kiekover and sons
three in the next four minutes
Jr. as den mother.
John Isler had 24 points for were supper guests Saturday
charges before Federal Judge Marilyn Den Blyker, Lena Eld- meeting, saw only limited acand that was the game. Hope
Raymond W. Starr Thursday ers and Gladys Genzink will tion because of a severe lacera- the winners while Larry Holle- evening at the home of Mrs.
completely controlled the rest
Trucker
Escapes
Injury
mans followed closely with 23 Henry Van Dam aftd Ann.
and pleaded guilty to four have charge of the March meet- tion of his right hand.
of the game with its biggest
Truck
driver
Lloyd
T.
Farrar,
and
Tom
Dykstra
han
13.
Dave
counts charging she embezzled ing.
Mrs. Dick De Vries, who has
Godwin used their full court
spread 18 points (88-70).
Several hundred, in fact, if
Vizithumhad 16, Paul Busscher been at Birchwood Nursing 46, of Cameron, Okla., escaped
Group No. 1 was in charge of
a total of $400 during August,
press to pick up several easy
Freshman Don Kronemeyer you should have the misinjury
when
his
semi
truck
13 and Dave Farabee 11 for the
the hay ride party last week
1963.
Home for some time, is now in
baskets as they kept the prescame through with another fine fortune of slamming into
Authorities said there were held at Teusink’s farm. Mem- sure on the West Ottawa guards Panthers.West Ottawa is now Grand Rapids with her sister, jacknifed and left the road
one on the highway. But
6:36 a.m. Monday on the east4-6 and Godwin is 8-3.
nine incidents of embezzlement bers of the Civic Club and all night long.
Mrs. M. Van Dyke.
The Panthers will travel to
bound M-21 exit from US-31. Rural Hamilton
with State Farm comprepotluck
totaling $900 revealed by the friends attended.
Ron
Kuipers,
from
WashingThe Panthers were in the
East
Grand
Rapids
next
Friday
Ottawa
County
deputies
said
the
hensive insurance,you're
lunch
was
served.
audit but she specificallywas
ton D.C. spent a few days with
game until early in the second
Is Injured in Fall
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bloemm quarter. With 7:28 left in the to try to avenge an earlier de- his children,Kimberly and truck jacknifed when Farrar
covered for the full cost of
charged on the four counts.
ALLEGAN
Mrs. Juella damages resulting from
She was released on a per- and family from Muskegon second quarter the Panthers feat suffered at the hands of the Craig, at the home of the child- applied his brakes to slow down
Bolks of rural Hamilton slipped collisions with any wild
son recognizancebond of $500 spent Tuesday evening at the had cut the Wolverinelead to Pioneers. At the present time ren’s grandparents,Mr. and for the exit.
pending sentence. Mrs. Oonk home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles t»o points 24-22 but then the the Pioneers are in second place Mrs. John 3chra. His address
and fell in the Allegan County game. That's just one more
in the league.
had been employed by the bank Windemuller.
Building late Wednesday, dislo- good reason you should
Wolverines gradually pulled
is 2938 Upton St. NW, Washing- Blaze Damages Home
West Ottawa (66)
from November, 1960, until Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pardue away.
Fire did an estimated $250 cating an elbow.
s D.C.
insure your car,
FG FT PF TP
Mrs. Bolks, a cosmeticsales
September, 1963.
and Scott, Mrs. Fannie Pardue
Godwin opened the scoring on
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Blauw- damage to clothing in a closet
with
State Farm.
and Anna attendeda birthday a basket by Larry Hollemans. Boeve, f ......
kamp and family were Sunday at the Lindell Morris Home, representative, was contacting Call me today fori
3
1
13
office personnelat the county
party for Mrs. Charles Strab- The Panthers tied the score Busscher,f ...
Shelby Woman Injured
evening guests of their parents, 925 Paw Paw Dr. plus an addiall the details!
4
2
6
tional $100 damage to the home. Department of Social Welfare,
bing this week. • Also present at 2-2 and 4-4 early In the first Visser, c .....
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gort and
In Car-Truck Mishap
Farabee,
g
...
2
1
11
when
the
accident
occured.
She
were Charles, Debbie, Mark and uarter but trailed throughout
Holland firemen said cause of
Christi.
4
... 6
0 16
was treated at the Allegan
rest of the game. Godwin Vizithum, g
One person was Injured in a Kathy Strabbing.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Walters the blaze was not immediately
Health Center and released.
KaLiy Arnoldink had s slum- found the West Ottawa gym to Van Dyke, g .. 1 3 1 5 and family spent Sunday even- determined.
car-truck accident at 12:15 p.m.
0
4
Dykema,
f
...
2
their
liking
in
the
opening
quartoday on US-31 at Port Sheldon ber party at her home Friday
ing with their parents, Mr. and
Den Uyl, g ...
4
4
1
night. The girls first went to the ter as they bit on 11-21 for 52
St.
Mrs. Don Walters.
Ann Richardson, 22, of Shelby, Holland Christian basketball per cent. The Panthers also had
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Lanning
Totals .... . 24 18 16 66
Mich., a passenger in a car game. Kathy’s cousins at the a fine shootingpercentage in
spent Monday afternoon with
Godwin (88)
were Kenlyn Blaauw, the first quarter as they bit on
driven by Herbert C. Arndt, 40,
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Ver Hage
THE AJG DUTCHMAN SALUTES
FG FT PF TP
Holtgeerts and Mary Vol- 8-16 for 50 per cent.
of Osceola, Wis., was taken to
at Vriesland.
3 23
The Wolverinesoutscored the Hollemans,f ....
Holland Hospital for treatment kers.
Mr. and Mrs. John Myaard
4 13
Panthers 21-16 In the second Dykstra, g ...
3
of facial lacerations
are
spending some time in
3
2
quarter to take a nine point 45- Edwards, c ...
1
Ottawa County deputies said
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Car, Truck Collide

the Arndt auto struck the rear
of a Michigan Highway Depart*

ment truck driven by Elmer
J. Holland, 47, of Benton Har
bor. Holland bad slowed down
because of blowing snow kicked
up by a passing semi truck, and
Arndt, also blinded by the
snow, hit the rear of Holland’s
truck.

Tha ptooaer housewife colored
her threads (or weaving with
dyes made from the barks of
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ZEELAND -

Ottawa Coun
deputies ticketed Patricia
Van Langevelde,19, of 10443
Melvin St., Zeeland, for making
an improper left turn following
a car-truckaccident at M-21
and 101st Ave. at 0:45 a m. Monday. Deputies said the Van
Langevelde auto made a left
turn from the right lane of the
divided highway aa a ••ml
truck driven by Arthur E.
Werth. 41, of Pullman, w«s et*

i

---

-

34 lead at the half. Some fine Isler, f ....... .. 11
shooting from the charity line Post, g .......
proved the difference as the Potter, f .....

Panthers had outscored Godwin 12-10 from the floor. Hollomans made 6-9 from the charity
line while Dykstrk added 2-3,
Klunder 2-2 and Harmsen 1-2
for 70 per cent.

Godwin

received

scoring In the third auarter ai

4

24

0

1

*2

0 .0
0
0
0
4
0
1

Ward, f
Van’t Hof, g ... 2
Kooyers, f^v-r.
Klunder, g ...
Melville, f ...
1 Harmsen, g
.

1

2

2
0

2

1
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Florida.

Robert DoNooyor

4 Charged in Accident
2
Carl A. Babcock, 31, of Grand
4 Haven, was cited by Ottawa
0 County deputies (or driving too
8 fast for conditions after the car
0 he was driving collided with a
5 second auto at 11:54 p.m. Satur-

day-on US-31 near Taylor St.
Totals

.

.
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16 23 88 Deputies said Babcock’scar bit
six boys scored. HoUemana
a car driven by Laurin R. HunDykstra, and Isler each had six
More than 50 per cent of Ma- toon, 39, of 468 Maple Ave., aa
wide Klunder bad four. Ed- laya'a tin production ii obu
Babcock was attempting to pua
ward* three and Van’t Hof, two. by dredging.
the Huntoon car.
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WELCOMING TEA -

A new class of practical
nurses was welcomed to Holland Hospital Monday with a tea arranged by the Northshore
Guild of the Hospital Auxiliary.The class of
seven has started seven months of affiliation
training at the local hospital following three
months at Junior College In Grand Rapids.

b
RECEIVES AWARD —

Eleven-year-oldAnne
Stuart receives the SalvationArmy's Commissioner Sunbeam award from Major Herbert
Fuqua, divisional Sunbeam and Guard director,
at the annual Salvation Army meeting in the
citadel Thursday night. Anne’s father, Capt.
W. D. Stuart, corps officer of the Holland-Zee-

land area Salvation Army, and Ruth Smith,
Sunbeam leader for the area, look on proudly.
The CommissionerSunbeam award is the highest award in the Sunbeams The Sunbeams
and Girls’ Guard are youth programs of the
Salvation Army similar to Brownies and Girl

Scouts.

Talk on
Features

(Essenburg studio)

Seated Is Mrs. Ted Graaf and behind her Mrs.
John Vanden Brand of the Northshore Guild,
Class members, left to right, are Verna Holthof,
Judy Hemmeko, Mrs. M. Pott, Myrna Kossen,
Carol De Fouw, Carel Mouw and Ellen Van
Antwerp,
(Sentinel photo)

NATO Authorities Cite Need
Meet

Of Century Club

For

Meat

Inspection

“Uniform statewide pro- ation requirements, however, a
grams of meat and milk inspec- few plants that do not sell meat
Music
in these cities can slaughter and
tion should be established.”
was an
These words, taken from Gov- sell meat without government
Century Club
Ten Cate home Monday evening. ernor Romney’s "State of the inspection.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Lee Daining
The able playing of Claude De- State” message Jan. 14, came
Godisak and Stephensonboth
The January pack meeting of
(Jo*Ti photo)
Bussy’s Suite Estampes by as a surprise to many people feel that a state law providing
the Van Raalte Cub Scout Pack
Marriage vows between Miss emerald green silk dress with Charles Aschbrenner of Hope The public has long assumed
inspectionof meats durwas held in Van Raalte School Julie Beth Busscher,daughter a white rose corsage and the
College’s music faculty nicely that its food, especially meat, ing the slaughtering process is
gym under the leadershipof
groom’s mother was attired in introducedthe subject of the is inspected under regulations
needed to correa this situation.
Cubmaster Jerold Strabbing, of Mr. and Mrs. Justin Bussch- a cranberrywool dress with a
evening.
of the federal Pure Food and Such a law was introduced last
er
of
435
North
Division
Ave.,
with den 4 in charge of opening
pink rose corsage.
yearj Holland’s sanitarian said,
His two engravings, or land- Drugs act.
exercises.Den mother Mrs. and Calvin Lee Daining, son of
The newlyweds greeted 165
scapes
— one in France and one
The Pure Food and Drugs act, but its supporter sought to put
Nuismer read “The Beatitudes Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Daining guests at a reception held at the
the program under the direction
of a Child.”
of route 3, Zeeland, were ex- American Legion Memorial in Spain, the impressionistic based on Congress' right to regBobcat Pins were given to changed in an evening ceremo- Park Clubhouse. Mr. and Mrs. "Gardens in the Rain" Jardin ulate interstate trade, covers of the state departmentof agriculture and the bill was defeatMartin England, Douglas Nuis- ny Jan. 15.
Henry Boerigter and Mr. and sous la pluie, and the supple only foods produced in one state
mer, Scott Behrmann, Kevin The Rev. Leonard Van Drun- Mrs. Sage Ver Hoeven were Habanera rhythms of “Evening for sale in other states. Congress ed.
Stephenson favors a law which
Terpsma, Michael Schutt, Ran- en officiatedat the double ring masters and mistresses of cere- in Grenada” Soiree dans Gre- has no power to require the
dy Schipper, Daniel Me Allister, ceremony performed at the monies. Other attendants were nade, set the mood for Richard inspection of meats that will would put the program under
Randy Freeman, Mike Young, home of the bride’s parents a- Joyce Daining, guest book; K. Scharf, political scientist not be sold outside the borders the departmentof public health
Harold Kortman, Dunny Fre- midst a setting of arch candela- Barb Van Kampen and Paul from the faculty of the Illinois of the state in which they are because, as he said, “meat inlander and Greg Steffens.
bra, palms and bouquets of Van Huis and Mr. and Mrs. institute of Technology, to lead produced. This is left to the spection is designed to protect
the public health, and that’s
Wolf Badges were earned by white mums, pompons and pink Jerry Post, gift table; Karen the audience into the intricate state governments.
Randy Schipper, Mike Schutt snapdragons. Mrs. Sid Lankheet Streur and Cork Van Der Wege problems facing the North AtMany states,however,includ- what the public health departand Bill Barnaby. Bear Badges was organist and Mrs. Leonard and Marcia De Jonge and Vern lantic Treaty Organization, bet- ing Michigan,have no regula- ment is for.” He said the exist,
were earned by Paul White and Van Drunen sang “0 Perfect Brummel, punch bowls; There- ter known to Americans as tions providing for the inspec- ing municipal programs are doNATO.
Ted Bush.
tion of meats during the slaught- ing a good job, and should not
Love.”
sa Busscher and Mrs. Marvin
Gold and silver arrows were
Given in marriage by her fa- Newhouse, pourers.
The three major problems ering process. The job of guar- be abolished and replaced by a
awarded to Bill Barnaby, Paul ther, the bride wore a full-length
Dinner music was provided which face the Atlantic com- anteeing wholesome meat to program instituted by the state.
White and Ted Bush. Denner gown of organza styled with by David Tubergen on the vio- munity, said Scharf, concern the public is passed on the Instead, he feels, they should
stripes were awarded to Bill lace empire bodice enhanced lin accompanied by Miss Donna the economic aspects of the counties and municipalities.If be left intact and new programs
Barnaby and Ernie Me Wil- with an A line skirt highlighted Stoner. Special entertainment countries involvedas illustra- their governments fail to set should be established in areas
liams.
with crystals and pearls at the was provided by the Chord ted by the common market con- up programs of inspection,the where there are now none.
A first year pin went to Jeff neckline. The detachabletrain Counts.
sometimes left unprotroversies, the historicalover- public is sorr
This meeting is open to all
Under the present setup,
missionaryto South India was
tected.
Schripsema
and
second
year
with
organza
and
Chantilly
lace
tones
which
permeate
all
poliChrisUan
women
without
deFor
a
wedding
trip
to
Niagara
Stephenson said, the slaughter
guest speaker.
Many local governments may houses bear most of the cost
The women of First Church nominational,racial, naUonal pins were given to Gary Huizen trim fell from the bodice. She Falls and New York City the cies of colonialism, and the
have been invited to be guests or culturaldistinctions. A plan- and Jack Strabbing. Third year carried a white Bible topped bride changed to a navy blue ever growing military threat have regulations demanding in- of inspection because they pay
pins went to graduating scouts with white roses. A small crown and white checked wool dress stemming from the prolifera- spection of meats, but only the inspectors.Under last year’s
of the Women’s Guild for Chris- ning committee will be held
John Strabbingand Ernie Me trimmed with seed pearls and with red accessoriesand a white tion of nuclear armaments.
seven cities and 12 counties in proposed state program, howtian Service at Faith Reformed Wednesday afternoon at 2 p.m.
Williams.
crystal secured a bouffant veil. rose corsage.
at
the
Bethel
Christian
ReChurch tonight.
These stresses on NATO Michigan have actual meat ex- ever, the cost was to be borne
Mrs. De Haan's den 1 enterMatron of honor, Mrs. Roger
The bride attends Chic Uni- (have tended to weaken it, and amination programs, according by the packers through a license
On Friday evening at 7:30 formed Church. According to
tained with a skit after which Witte veen, wore a gown featur- versity of Cosmetologyin Grand
the
chairman,
Mrs.
Harold
p.m. the Youth Fellowship
have made the politicaldeci- to Sam Stephenson, director of fee paid to the state. Stephenson
the Cubs had a race with their ing a rose red velveteen bodice Rapids and the groom is emsions made by its individual Holland’s Department of Envi- felt that the license fees would
group of First Church is spon- Stephenson,represe n t ahand-made cars on a 25 foot with a candy pink crepe floor- ployed at Forest Grove Texaco. members seem increasinglyim- ronmental Health. These cities not cover the expenses and that
soring the showing of the film, tives from each church will be
“God’s Country.” It will be present to formulateplans for long track. Boys having the length sheath. Her headpiece They reside at 209^ South Ma- portant. The level of the Cold are Detroit, Flint, Grand Ra- the balance of costs would bespeediestcars were Douglas was a wedding ring circlet in ple St., Zeeland.
shown in the High School audi- the World Day of Prayer meetWar has escalated to a point pids, Jackson, Saginaw, Cold- come the burden of the tax
Nuismer, Scott Behrmann and pearls secured with a bow at the
ing.
Mrs. Arthur Daining served where NATO could become an water and Hillsdale.
payers.
torium. A free-will offering will
Paul White.
back and a pouf veil. She car- lunch after the rehearsal. Pre- anachronism.“We can no longThe counties,Stephenson said,
be received.
The Zeeland Chamber of
Den mother Mrs. Strabbing ried a matching rose red muff nuptial showers were given at er,” said Scharf, “pledge our are Bay, Oakland, Ingham, Whatever the pros and cons
David Van Dam, Minister to Commerce has completed its
concerning the proposed proclosed the meeting by leading with a pink rose corsage.
the homes of Mrs. Henry Buss- lives, and our sacred honor, the McComb, Wayne, St. Clair, grams, Stephensonand Godisak
Youth at Second Reformed membership campaign. New
the Pack in the Wolf Howl.
Wayne Daining attendedhis cher, Mrs. Melvin Lynema, Miss question is now for what, and Mason, Shiawassee, Kalamazoo,
Church, conducted the morning members added are Van Hill
say one th.ng is certain: ther*
A
Fun
Night will be held brother as best man.
Karen Streur and Mrs. G. for whom are we willingto risk Saginaw, Washtenaw and Grand should be a law.
service. His sermon was enti- Sales Pavilion, Danhof - DickFeb. 4 for all Cubs in the Van
The bride's mother wore an Schrotenboer.
tled “God Calls.” The Interme- man InsuranceAgency, Venenuclear destruction,and against Traverse. Ottawa and Allegan
Raalte gym.
diate choir, directed by Mrs. ma Service Station, Bob’s
whom do we retaliate once we counties have no inspection requirements.
are attacked?”
Nancy Kuyers, sang, “Green Standard Service, Harvey
Two Persons Injured
Stephenson said, however,
Cathedral” and “One God.” Kouw Cement Work, Riverside
Park
What, then, are the possible
In Two-Car Accident
Admitted to Holland Hospital
that about 60 per cent of all
The Rev. Raymond E. Becker- Motel, Marsilje Travel Associasolutions? He listed three posthe meat consumed in Michigan Monday were David Perez,
Two persons were treated at
ing, pastor, conductedthe eve- Uon, Crestview Golf Course,
sibilities.The easiest is to keep
Holland Hospital for injuriesrening service and preached on M a r v ' s Car Lot, Meewsens
NATO as a military alliance, is covered by these 19 pro- route 4; Mrs. Fenna Wehrmeyceived in a two-car accident at
GRAND HAVEN
Henry maintaining the statue quo. The grams, since they are set up er, 402 Fourth Ave.; John
the topic, “Stumbling at Sim- Greenhouse, City Sign Co.,
A community the size of Hol- 6:40 p.m. Sunday at the inter- Zurburg,29, a native of Royal
in the most populousareas of Hardy, 1770 Ottawa Beach Rd.;
plicity.”A trio, composed of Howard’s Haul-Away. Maihofer,
ideal but least practical answer
land
should think in terms of section of Michigan Ave. and
the state. They form an “um- George B. Tinholt, 316 LakeMrs. Way Henson, Mrs. Larry Moore and De Long, Van’s Auto
Oak,
arrived with his family would be to have a full integrabrella” of protection for the shore Dr.; Jeffrey Haan, 30
Reaume and Mrs. Willard Tay- Supply, Adex Advertising, Inc., an airport with 3,500 feet of 30th St.
tion of Europe with the crealor sang “Follow Me.”
Released after treatment Friday at Grand Haven state tion of a Western state which areas around them as well, he Wall St., Zeeland; Walter
Ken Russell’s Refrigerator paved runway and room for exBoUes, 316 West 28th St.; Patti
The Rev. Douglas Gray, pas- Sales and Service, Kalkman pansion, Ward J. Mayrand told were Laveme C. Mills, 45, of 435 Park to take over as manager would include all the Western said.
tor of the First Baptist Church, Ready Mix and Wired Music. over 100 persons at the second Beach St., driver of one of the of the park, succeeding Howard European nations and Canada
Holland is protected under the Hulst, 2575 Lilac Ave.; Mrs.
used for his Sunday morning The total membership now Chamber of Commerce early autos involved in the mishap, I Gilmore, manager last year and the United States, making “umbreDa” of Grand Rapids. Jacob Bush, route 2, Hamilton;
worship topic, “Thy Kingdom amounts to 168 according to C. bird breakfast at the Hotel
one alliance and one economy Holland has an ordinancethat Mrs. Bryneo Hensley, 354 River
Fourth Ave. Gpa^sengeri„°'a
Come.” His evening sermon Karsten, secretary - manager of Warm Friend this morning.
—the strongestpower in the prohibits the selling of unin- Ave.; Mrs. Russell Barendse,
Mayrand, supervisor of avia- driven by John E. Spruit,20, of mana8er of the Island Lake
topic was “The Blessed Atone- the local chamber.
world. This is unlikely in the spected meats within the city 561 Hiawatha Dr.; Douglas
Recreation area near Brighton.
ment.”
Presently a committee under tion information of the Michigan 133 West 14th
limits,but has no program of Van Huis, 736 Saunders Ave.;
foreseeable future.
Larry Grant Rigterink,142
The Rev. Harry G. Arnold, the directionof Robert Bennett, Departmentof Aeronautics,said Holland police said Mills, j Zurburg is married to the for- The third possibility, and the inspection.
West 14th St.
St at-i—
at- ! mer Mary
— j ------Martin
- v,.
of 4C.„ua.c
Ferndale
pastor of the First ChrisUan chairman, is studyingpossible a landing strip of this size headed east on 40th St.,
Since
most
of
the
slaughter
most likely to succeed,is for
Discharged Monday were
Reformed Church, chose for his civic improvements for the would meet present needs and tempted to cross Michigan Ave. 1 an^ they have one daughter, the Atlantic community to cre- houses in this area sell meat to
i in front of the Spruit car Mills two years old. He is a graduate
Victoria Gutierrez, 245 East
Sunday topics.“Christian Opti- community and also possible still look to the
Grand
Rapids,
however,
they
ate a broad concensusin which
mism” and “The Right Attitude touristattractionsfor the area. For long-range planning, May- was cited by police for failure of Royal Oak High School and Europe and the United States are inspected under the Grand Ninth St.; Kirk Vander Ploeg,
Other members of the commit- rand said, a community should , to yield the right of way to has a degree in park manage- increase the areas in which Rapids program. Holland ac- 40 West 30th St.; Maurice WalToward the Lord’s Supper.”
ment from MSU. He comes they agree economically, gradu- cepts the inspectionof the ters, route 1; Mrs. Vernon Van
At the North Street ChrisUan tee are William Vanden Bosch, look to the developmentof the through traffic.
here from Wilson State park
Reformed Church the pastor, John Hoogland, Ed L a m s e, business-type jet which would
ally formulating policies in Grand Rapids Health Depart- Oort, 99 Dunton; Arnold Lanear Clare and has also served
the Rev. L. J. H o f m a n, Robert Kalmink and Jerry need a 4.000-footrunway. He , V0/en(/ne's f ye Donce
which the Federalists and the ment, and packers inspected by Combe, 130 Elm Lane; Mrs.
added that several of these jets!
°
at East Tawas, Bay City and
Egbert Boes, 324 West 19th St.;
preached on the topics, “The Huizenga.
Functionalists can move for- that department can sell meat
Muskegon.
The committee will report to have already been sold in this 'lonned at West Ottawa
Mrs. Alwin De Haan, 76 West
Deity of Christ” and “A King's
ward together in mutually bene- in Holland.
a St. Valentine’s eve dance,
The department of conserva- ficial ways.
Sinful Desire.”
the Board at their meeting the
Another 32 per cent of the 19th St.
The development of an ade- “Valentine'sOpen,” will be held tion Friday announced that of
“Sanctifiedby Truth” was first Thursday in February.
A
spirited questionand an- meat consumed in Michigan
The Retail Affairs committee quate airport, Mayrand said, at West Ottawa High School on the 65 state parks and recrea- swer period followed the lec- comes under the surveillanceof Fred Abel, 75, Dies
the morning sermon subject of
Rev. Raymond Graves, pastor is conductingan election can “open the door to tremen- Feb. 13. The dance, sponsored tion areas, the Grand Haven ture before Mr. and Mrs. Carl federal inspectors because it
dous opportunity.” An airport by the student council, is open unit again was the biggest
In Holland Hospital
of the Bethel Christian Re- through the mail for new direcHarrington’s committee served comes from or is produced for
can
allow
an
area
to
get
far
to all students of West Ottawa. drawing card in 1964. It attractformed Church. His evening tors on their committee.Nomiuse in other states,Stephenson
refreshments.
Fred Abel, 75, of 7684 36th
sermon topic was “A Triple nations are: Bill Boonstra, Ro- greater use of recreationaland Holland, and Hope College. All ed 1.2 million day users and
Mrs. B. G. Van Leuwen, club said. Most “chain” groceries, St., Hudson ville, route 1, died
industrial potential
3,500 camping groups, who
area adults are also invited.
bert Kalmink, Charles Kuyers,
Commission.”
president, welcomed the mem- he said, sell this type of meat at Holland Hospital Saturday
Mayrand outlinedsome of the
Replacing the formal Rhap- spent $3.5 million in the area.
The Rev. James De Vries, Cleo Huizenga, Nels Van Koverbecause their operationsare evening.
changes in private airplanes in sody in Red. the “Valentine’s Holland state park was second bers ano guests, and announced
pastor of the Haven ChrisUan ing and Don Vos.
that the March meeting will be usually state or nationwide.
Surviving are the wife.
Those whose term of office the last two decades. The devel- Open” will feature a name with more than a million visit- held at the home of Dr. and
Reformed Church preached on
Nevertheless, 8 per cent of
Rhoda;
two sons, John anc
the sermon topics: “The Ser- expires are: Peter Wolthuis, opments have made flying far dance band. Refreshments will ors, Ludington was third and Mrs. William Arendshorstand the meat consumed in the state
James,
both
of Pontiac; twe
safer
and
far
more
dependable.
be served during intermission TahquamenonFalls state park that the program will be a pan- is left unexamined. According
pent of Deliverance” and “Vic- Roy Post and Harvey Ten
daughters,Mrs. Kenneth Yon
Mayrand
added, however, that in the Senior High lounge.
Harmse!.
was
the
most
frequently
visited
tory over Death.”
el discussion of Holland Tomor- to Dr. John Godisak, director of ker of Holland and Mrs. Roberl
The Retail Affairs committee airports must keep pace with Student chairman for the unit in the U. P.
“My Church” was the serm w
row with Marvin C. Lindeman Grand Rapids’ meat inspection Swinell of Pontiac; 13 grand
the developmentsin airplanes. event is Chari Weigel. Helping
subject at the morning worship is delegated with the responsias moderator assisted by Wil- program, this uninspected meat, children; one brother, Williarr
The
1.500-foot
strip
that
was
her are Cheryl Hooker, refreshservice in the Free Methodist bility of promoting all retail
lard C. Wichers, Roscoe Giles, if not well-cooked before con- of Beaverdam; one sister, Misi
used in the 1940's is no longer ments; Steve Kuna and Carol Five Persons
Church. The Rev. Fred Hilden- activityin the city.
sumption, can be the carrier of
and
Donald Ihrman.
Matilda Abel of Grand Rapids:
adequate, he said.
Napier, decorations; Rog Zeh,
brand is pastor.
several diseases.
one brother-in-law, Hermai
The paved runway at Park A1 Ver Schure, and Shelly Ko- In
Gil Van Hoven, city assessor, Holland Students Form
Tuberculosis, tapeworm and
Beld of Grandville.
Township Airport is 3,100 feet, lean, publicity; and Rog Zeh
will be in the City Hall on SatMrs. Ellen
toxin-caused food poisoning can
Future Nurses Club
according to Park Township Air- and Barb Woltman, entertain- Five persons were taken to
urday, Feb. 6 from 9 a.m. to
result from the consumptionof
Zeeland Community Hospital
port manager John Van Wieren. ment.
12 noon and 1 to 3 p.m. to asDies in
poorly-cooked diseased meat, Two Cars Collide
The first regular meeting of
after an automobile accident
Cars driven by Warren^
sist eligibleveteransand wid- the Future Nurses Club at HolGodisak said. There is some
Saturday at 11:21 a.m. on M-21
ANN ARBOR-Mrs. Ellen M. evidence, he added, that cancer Fought, 29, of 676 East Lai
ows of veterans with filing ap- land High School was held Tues- Cite Driver in Mishap
Two Cars Collide
half a mile east of 64th Avenue.
Smith, 43, of 383% Central Ave., can be communicated from ani- wood Blvd., and Phyllis R. ^
Ottawa County deputies chargplications for Homestead Tax day evening in the high school
Cars driven by Robert D.
John T. Kraai, 61, of 283
ed
Adrian
L.
Bastiaanse,
57,
of Komejan, 22, of 4153 Lakeshore
wife of George E. Smith Jr., mal to man.
Exemptions.
cobs, 20, Of 383 Maple Ave., c
with Mrs. Evelyn Vukin as the
South Peck St., Zeeland, was died at University Hospital in
The applicationsare substan- sponsor. The organizational 673 Butternut Dr., with driving Dr., and Roy E. Nicol, 43, of
These diseases can only be de- lided at 8:30 p.m. Monday
admitted to the hospital with Ann Arbor Monday evening.
tially the same as last year and meeting of the club was held in too fast for conditionsfollowing 221 West 28th St., collided at
tected by close inspectionof the the intersection of 120th A\
a compound fracture of the left
She had been a patient there slaughtered animals’ internal and Lakewood Blvd., Ottai
will require the veteran to December marking the first a two^ar accident at 9 a m. Sat- 8:41 a m. Monday in front of
show his discharge,deed to time in two years the club was urday at the intersection of Komejan 's home, Ottawa Coun- arm. Arloa Driesenga,17, of for two weeks.
organs (postmorteminspection), County deputies reporte
5896 Port Sheldon Rd., HudsonBorn in Chicago she was the Godisak said. A live animal may Fought was making a right tu
120th Ave. and Lakewood Blvd. ty deputies reported.The Komeproperty and most recent pen- organized.
ville, was admitted with laceradaughterof Mrs. Henry Kuiper seem healthy after a precursory from Lakewood Blvd. to 12(
fion or compensationcheck.
Officerselected are president, Deputies said the Bastiaanse jan auto pulled out of a drive- tions of the head.
and the late Mr. Kuiper. She examinationof the external sur. Ave. when his car skidded a
Several members of Barracks Faith Sweta; vice president,Pat auto collidedwith a car driven way into the path of the Nicol
Mrs. Gertrude Driesenga, 54, was a teacher and had taught
474 of World War I have vol- Buurma; secretary, Prudy by Robert D. Van Bragt, 24, of car, deputies said.
struck the aide of the Jacc
Barbara Driesenga, 14, and in the North Muskegon Public faces of its body (antemortem
unteered to assist the assessor Todd; treasurer, Pam Israels. 174 East Fifth St.
inspection)but still be diseased auto, depuviea said.
Cathy Drfesenga, 12, all of 5896 grade school, the Grand Haven
so that this work may be done
Consequently, diseased animals
Judy Vander Wege, a regisPolice Ticket Driver
Port Sheldon Rd. were treated
ChrisUanschool, and the Lake- may be unknowingly slaught- Driver Cited in Mishap
in the shortest possible time.
tered nurse who was recently Woman Escapes Injury
Kenneth Decker, 17, of 1455 for minor injuries and released.
wood and Waukaxoo schools of ered in an uninspected slaughter
Widows of veterans are re- graduated from St. Mary’s Amy G. Ellis, 22, of 535 Pine- _________ ______ __
Waukaxoo Dr., was issued a ticAccording to Ottawa County the West Ottawa School system.
house.
quired to submit death certifi- School of Nursing in Grand Rapcrest Dr., escaped injury when ket by Holland pc lice following sheriff'sdeputies the accident
She was a member of Hope Recate in addiUon to discharge, ids, spoke on the various phases the car she was driving struck a two-car accident at 3:27 p.m.
Most of the slaughter bouses St., with failure to yield the
occurred when Kraai pulled out formed Church.
deed to property and pension of nursing.
in
Ottawa and Allegan coun- right of wav following a two.
a utility pole at Howard Ave. Saturday at the Intersectionof of a driveway in front of a car
Surviving are the husband; ties hive antemortem and postor compensationcheck.
Tentative plana were made and Pinecrest Dr. at 1 a m. Sun- Sixth St. and Columbia Ave. in which the Driesengas were
on 34th St. near
her mother, lira. Henrietta mortem examinatioQ of the
Civil Defense director Don for a dance to be held in the
day. Ottawa County deputies Police said Decker’s car collid- riding. Their car was driven by
Kuiper of Holland; two brothVoe reports satisfactoryre- spring and any proceeds would said she was n aking a right ed wih a car driven by Milton
iVrcy Ml, Driesenga. 23, also tij, Klaaa Kuiper of Napersponse to his efforts to raise go to support a leper child in turn when her caa skidded off > J. Fletcher, 41, of 108 River
of 5898 Port Sheldon Rd., Hud- ville, 111., and Calvin Kuiper of
ud Noll**.
Ih. tS
fi*» to (2,000 in cash don*. a foreign
the ruad and into the pole. I Hills Dr.
sonvilk.

Uons for the purchase of a CD
Emergencyvehicle, and stated
that he has pledges for half of
At the morning worship servthe required amount.
ice in First Reformed Church
Vos also announced the apthe Rev. Adrian Newhouse, paspointment of Harvey Lanning,
tor preached on the sermon
1561 Central, as assistant CD
topic, “Happiness for MournDirector replacing Ron Damers.” The anthem was “Open
stra who resigned due to his
Our Eyes.”
moving out of the area.
Edward Baron and William
Herman Miller, Inc. this week
Van Eenenaam were greeters announced the appointment of
and William Scheele, Rick Van Howard Sutton as public relaEenenaam and Rick Van Kley Uons director in rharge of adwere ushers. The song service vertising and sales promotion
was led by Robert Pyle. Bar- for the local industrial firm.
bara Van Eenenaam read He is a native of Chicago and
scripture and a trio, composed received his journalism degree
of Judy, Jean and Jane Dyk- from Michigan State. He is
stra sang, accompanied by married and the father of two
Melva Morren. Prayer was giv- daughters.
en by Linda Vender Velde, JunAirman Dennis J. Ten Broeke.
ior C. E.; Jack Roelofs, Interson of Mr. and Mrs. Egbert
mediate C. E. and Jack PikTen Broeke, of route 1, Port
aart, Youth Fellowship. The ofSheldon Rd., Zeeland, has comfertory prayer was offered by
pleted Air Force basic military
Nancy Zwyghuizen. The sermon
trainingat Lackland AFB, Textopic of Rev. Newhouse was,
as. The airman is a 1961 grad“Sober-MindedYouth.”
uate of Zeeland High school.
The Men’s Brotherhoodof
March 5 will mark the obFirst Church met Monday eveservance
of the World Day of
ning. Dr. J. De Valois, for
many years the agricultural Prayer meeting in Zeeland.
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Women's
Sets

Classical

Wed

Union

in

Local

Convocation
Message Given
By Dr. Molott

Church

Conference April 8
.....

PlaM for the annual Spring
Conference of the Women’s

mi

Hope Church Parish Hall.
Feb. 18, at 10 a.m„

Engaged

Zeeland
Hudsonville

emeritusof Cornell University,
today challenged the Hope College student body to “exert the

ZEELAND - Leading all the
way, Zeeland High’s basketball
team whipped Hudsonville,81-88
in the Zeeland gym Tuesday

capabilities which are yours,
prepare for leadership
. civic
leadership, political leadership,
intellectual leadership,and moral leadership.”

i

.

with Mrs. Edward Tania, union - TheSecond National Triennial
president,presiding.
of Reformed Church Women
April 8 is the date set for the will be held April 20-22, at the

be held in the
Beechwood Reformed Church.

conference to

.

night to even

J

Its

record at

Dutch Hand

5-6.

Lake Forest

The Chix pushed to an early
10-point lead but the Eagles cut

the margin to four points,15-13
at the quarter. Zeeland soared
back to 10 points in the second
held a 37-27 halftime

In a Spring semester convocation address held in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, Dr. Malott
said, “Your integrity and stability and worth must somehow
develop, in the midst of a most
unstableand confusingworld,
which will have changed more
between now and a week from
Thursday than it changed in the
entire, let us say, Sixteenth

Conrad-HiltonHotel, ^Chicago,
HI. Registrationsare being acThe morning session will begin cepted now and will be op«
at 10:30 a.m.,
followedby a' until March 10. All Guild Or‘
noon luncheon featuring a smor- ganization Secretaries are acgasbord dessert. The afternoon cepting registrations.Persons
session will resume at 1:15. desiring transportationmay
The theme this year Is “Thine board a “special train” leaving
Is the Kingdom.” A nursery Holland on me morning of Apwill be providedfor the entire ril 20. Reservationsfor the
train must be made by Feb. 10
day.
Among other items of busi- with Mrs. D. Israels. Train fare
ness, Mrs. M. Van Tatenhove, must be paid by Feb. 15 to
service secretary, announced Mrs. J. Westerhoff,10 East

^ *"

W3

Deane W. Maloti, president

Classical Union, Reformed
date of the first sesChurch in America, were made sion. All interestedpersona are
at a meeting of the executive invited to attend. Study books
board, Friday morning at the will be available at the
home of Mrt. George Pelgrim meeting.

“

4,

95-88 Defeat
LAKE FOREST,

HI.

- Hope

College’s basketball team hit 47
per cent of ita shoU here Tues-

Three fast breaks at the start
day night and stopped Lake
of the second half resulted in
Forest, 96-88 for its ninth win in
baskets ind pushed the Chix
14 games this season.
in front, 43-27, They continued in
Hope held a 45-40 halftime
command
the
rest
of
the
quarMiss Mofielle Courthial
lead in a game that was close
ter and enjoyed a 65-46 third
The Rev. and Mrs. Pierre
all the way. The winners pushed
period lead.
to a 14-point lead early in the
Courthial of 11 Ave. Du Colonel,
Century.”
Zeeland scored the opening second half.
]“It is my concern, that this Bonnet, Paris, France, anbasket of the fourth quarter to
Lake Forest went into a zone
hour together may constitutea nounce the engagement of their
lead, 67-46, and the 21 points press in the second half and
daughter,
Marielle,
to
Dirck
de
rededication of yourselves, to
the Union is still collecting used 21st St.
make this coming semesterone Velder, son of the Rev. and was the game's biggeri bulge committed several fouls bat
Bibles which will be sent to
Members of the board atCoach Paul Van Dort inserted were able to upset the Hope
of greater achievement than Mrs. Walter de Velder of 10
Shreveport, La. Bibles in any tending the meeting were the
his subs for the next five min- forces and at one point cut the
Suffolk
Rd.,
Kowloon,
Hong
has ever gone before. You can
translation and any condition Mesdames Edward Tanis, Gerutes and Hudsonvillelowered lead to four points.
Kong.
do
it
if
only
you
will!”
are needed. Anvone wishing to ald Reinink, Harold De Fouw,
the margin to 10 points, 71-81.
Mr.
de
Velder
is
a
senior
ai
“If you are to actually fulfill
live winners managed to push
contribute should contact Mrs. Alfred Hanko, George Pelgrim,
Hope College and Miss Court- Van Dort reinsertedhis regu- the lead back to seven points
your
destiny,
here
or
later,
it
M Van Tatenhove, 382 Pine Melvin Van Tatenhove,Donald
hial is in her last year at the lars and the winners again took and with eight minutes to play
is strictly up to you.
Ave.
Israels, A. Bondy Gronberg
control to roll to the 15-point
“A college which leads the Sorbonne in Paris.
A six-week course on “The and James Crozier.
The wedding will take place win. Zeeland hit 41 per cent of
liberal arts collegesof Michigan
Nation and the Kingdom," by
Representing the host church
Lawrence
Mrs. Charles
its shots with 32 baskets in
8
June
26 in Paris.
Charles Forman, the study book for the Spring Conference were
The marriage of Miss Joyce Lawrence, punch bowl; Mr. and in the number of alumni who
tries while Hudsonville made 22 th* rest
th® 8ame
have
earned
the
Ph.D.
degree,
for this year, will be conducted Mrs. Joseph Boomker and Mrs. Ann Van Doomik, daughter of Mrs. Arthur Lawrence, guest
of 82 for 27 per
clare Van w,eren led HoP«
and has been acclaimedby the
by the Rev. Anthony Luidens, Harvey Keene.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Van Door- book; Miss Claudia Lawrence,
The Chix were best on
26 Points as he hit nine
press as one of the top ten libnik, 1703 Perry St., and Charles Miss Peggy Lawrence and Mrs.
boards as they picked off 60 baskets aRd el8ht ^ 12 frM
eral arts collegesin the country,
while Hudsonville had 44. Bob »**» He was especially effecshow during the Christmas holi- Lee Lawrence, son of Mr. and Bruce Persy ian, gift room; Mr. is doing its part for you stuEssink and Ford Berghorst each Hve under the baskets,
Mrs. George Lawrence Sr. of and Mrs. Clarence Tripp, masdays.
dents. Are you really doing your
3690 168th Ave., was solemnized ter and mistress of ceremonies;
had 16 rebounds while Floyd Carl Walters contributed19
Jim Dyas has been invited to Jan. 15 in the Harderwyk Chris- Mrs. Lloyd Van Doornik,who part for it?
Schout grabbed
, points and picked up his bks“In the time remaining to you
be guest director for the Front tian Reformed Church by the cut the cake; Miss Emma KuyEssink hit 24 points while kets on outside jumpers.Chris
as matriculants of Hope ColStreet Theatre in Memphis, Rev. R. J. Venema.
Like the snow?
crs and Miss Alice Kuyers who
Dave Costellohad 18 Ford Buys and Bill Potter impressed
The enthusiasm on this sub- Tenn. He will begin rehearsals Attendingthe couple at the poured coffee and Mrs. Bob lege, may your days be filled
Berghorst added 12 and Lloyd in substitute roles. Potter had
with more high moments, the
ject is pretty well geared to the for Bernard Shaw’s “Major
Schout hit 11. Schout, Zeeland’s 14 and Buys 13. Floyd Brady hit
8 o’clock rites were Miss Ruth Boes, Mrs. Jerry Van Ooster- exaltationof keen appreciation,
age of the person and whether Barbara’’ in February. He will Jacobs as maid of honor; Miss bout, Mrs. Martin Van Wieren,
leading scorer, was credited 15 to give Hope five players in
or not he embraces winter then go to Dallas to direct an Mary Bruins, bridesmaid;Miss Miss Karla Otting, Miss Sheryl the excitementof overcoming
with 10 assists as the winners double figures
obstacles,the stimulation of acoriginalmusical. Dyas directed
sports.
displayed fine passing and
Hope sank 36 of 76 from the
Eunice Van Doornik, junior Elzinga and Miss Sheila Olgers complishment.”
several industrial shows for
Skiing on the slopes at Carouwork,
especially on the fast floor on halves of 18 for 35 and
bridesmaid; Dotty and Susan who assisted in the kitchen.
Malott is the guest of Dr. Cal-|
Wilding’s in Chicago, and also
is of 41. The losers had 33 of
Van Doornik, flower girls; For a wedding trip to Tennes- vin VanderWerf, Hope presisel Mountain is lots more fun
directed“ ’Lil Abner” in LynchAt the free throw line, Zee- 77 for 42 per cent and halves
Larry Lawrence, best man; see the bride changed to a two- dent, during his visit to Holthan shoveling the walks. And burg, Va., last fall.
land made 17 of 29 and the los- of 19 of 37 and 14 for 40. The
Melvin Elhart and Alvin Brow- piece light blue suit with match- land and thy have been personal
don’t forget the driveway apers had 22 of 31. Hudsonville, winners won the rebounding, 53er, groomsmen; George Law- ing accessories.
friends and associatesfor many
proach after the plows have
with a 4-7 mark, hosts Wyoming 52 as Roy Anker grabbed 11.
The Tulip Time office has rence Jr., and CliffordBekins, The bride is employed in the years
Rogers Friday in an Ottawa- Brady had nine and Van Wierpassed for the umpteenth time. come across an old Tulip Time ushers; Joey Lawrence, ring office of the Baker Furniture
Kent League game. The Chix en seven
And while you have the shov- program of 1933, back in the bearer; Bruce Van Doornik and
Inc., and the groom works for
entertain CoopersvilleSaturday.
el out, remember a path for the days when the festival ran nine Kenneth Lawrence who lit the
Doug Dunbar led Lake Forest
Jacobusse’s Refuse Removal
Brian De Young had 17 for HudMiss Joan Esther
mail carrier, particularlythose days, opening one Saturday with candles.
with scoring with 23. Ed Broada
Service. The newlyweds reside
steps which probably still have street scrubbing ceremonies and
had 15 rebounds and Dunbar got
Wedding music was played by
The Rev and Mrs. Joseph R.
ice on them from that nasty a parade (at 11 a m. led by the Mrs. Calvin Kolean and soloist, at 497 West Lakewood Blvd.
12.
Esther of Quezon City, the PhilZeeland, 69-56. Th
Mrs. Henry Mast was host to ippines, announce the engagesleet storm more than a week Junior High band) and closing Martin Harden berg sang “Be' Hope (95)
Eagles led at the quarters,19-i3,
nine days later with a vesper
the Xi Beta Tau Chapter memago.
FG FT PF TP
cause” and "The Wedding
ment of their daughter,Joan,
A. Burt, 61, bers of Beta Sigma Phi soror33-25 and 45-35. Dave De Jonge Van Wieren, f
. 9
Remember the fire plug in the service in Hope Memorial C)ha- Prayer."
8
3 26
ity Monday evening. Mrs. Ralph
front yard too . . . You’d be pel.
5
2 15
Smith
of
Madison,
Fla.,
and
the
Brady’
f
.........
5
The bride, approachingthe Dies at Hospital
The children’sparade was a
Stolp, president,opened the bus- late Mrs Margaret Smith.
doing the fire departmenta serhit 13 Jack Anker, c ......... 3 0 5 6
altar with her father, wore a
.
iness meeting.
vice if you dig it out, and your- Thursday feature and the
Miss Esther is a senior at Elenbaas 10 and Dennis Boeye, Walters,
..... 8
3
3 19
Jarafcs A. Burt, 61, of 167
rade of bands a second Satur- 8own of chantilly lace and net
self a real service if it’s your
R^ults of Ihe oombined chap- 1 Hope CoUege and was graduat- 1 Te' De“"y Kulper hit 27 f°r | Kronem'eyer,g'
1
0
2
2
over
taffeta.Style features in- West 35th St., died Tuesday eveday feature.
ters’ March of Dimes Bridal ed from the American School the winners.
house that catches fire.
Buys, g ..........4
5
2 13
ning
at
Holland
Hospital
followcluded the scalloped neck, wristZeeland (81)
Other festival attractions were
Perhaps the sloggingest lot of
Potter, c ........ 5
4
3 14
ing an extended illness. Mr. Show held recently were dis- in Manila, the Philippines.Mr.
FG FT PF TP
men trampling through snow a floral exhibit in the armory length sleeves and a shoulder- Burt was bom in Chicago and cussed as well as plans for Smith was graduated from r.c.ollrt ,
Totals ...... 35 25 15 95
length veil held by a crown of
18'
next year.
are the meter readers. There is <25 cents), a garden exhibit in
Lake Forest (88)
Florida State University and
......
crystals and pearls. She carried came to Holland when a child.
12
A
nominating
committee
was
seldom a path to the light me- the Literary Club and a conserFG FT PF TP
teaching
physical
education
1
.....
^
He was employed at Progressive
a
bouqUet
of blue carnations and
24 Hopkins,
vation and nature exhibit in the
elected and is composed of the Bloomington. Calif.
........ 1
0
4
2
Oil
Co.
pink roses.
Masonic Temple now the TemMesdames Gordon Cunningham, A June wedding
11 Broada, f ........5
b e i n 2 Schoui' 8 ........5
7
5 17
Surviving
are
his
wife, the
! De Vries, g ...... 2
7 Jankk, c ........ 7
Hannes Meyers and Douglas Du- planned.
We add this one to the weath- pie building). Psalm singing The maid of honor was attired
4
4 18
former Dorothy Rummler; one morKj
Engle,
..... 1
5 Dunbar, g ....... 9
er
was listed the first Sunday in in a floor-lengthgown of royal
5
2 23
daughter, Mrs. Eugene (Elaine)
Van Hoven, f .... 1
Mrs. William Turpin was
2 Kellogg, g ....... 7
A gray fox was spotted in the chapel, an adult parade on blue velvet,complemented with
4
5 18
Hansen
of Holland;six grandWiersema. f ..... 1
2 Penny, g ........ 5
front of the home of Mr, and Monday, high school girls glee a blue satin bow headpiece and
elected alternate for the city
0
5
10
children; one brother, Emment
Pikkaart, g ...... 0
council of the four Holland
0
Mrs. T. P. Rhodes, 2054 Lake club and Dutch Villagers,the matching blue veil. She carried
Totals ...... 34 20 25 88
Burt
of Van Nuys, Calif.; two
Prayer meeting and Bible
chapters. A joint meeting will
St., on the north side on Jan. forerunner of klompen dancers a bouquet of pink tipped carnasisters, Mrs. FlorenceDean of
32 17 18 81
be held March 29 to discuss the study was held Tuesday eve22 It was running on the ice on on several occasions; Holland tions and pink roses.
Hudsonville (66)
In identical attire was the North Hollywood, Calif, and possibility of a state convention ning. The pastor’s subject was
Lake
Civic Orchestraunder Eugene
Mrs. Richard Harreman ui
of vial*
GarUg hp]H hprp npxt Year
“You and Your Bible.” He
FG FT PF TP
Heeler also on Tuesday, group bridesmaid.The junior brides17
Ruth Athey figures she has of plays by Civic Players Wed- maid and flower girls had
HMHiD,en A SOn' G0rd0n Mrs. J Herbert JohLon and spoke on the authority of the De Young, f ..... 8
Elects
Burt, died 10 ^ears ago.
Mrs. Jerome Hurtgen gave the scripturesand methods of Bible Nederveld, ...... 0
2
received something of an "ulti- nesday and Thursday (admis- street-length dresses of blue
Schut, c ........2
cultural program for the evenmate” in postal service. She sion 25 cents),and several free velvet witii cummerbund sashes
s
Dad-Daughter Potluck
The Mission Society met last Gerkin, g ....... 1
ing on the topic “Various Men.”
4
and bows at the back.
received a Christmas greeting nature talks and addresses,
They selected famous men from Wednesday in the chapel. Van Geest, g .... 2
The bride’s mother chose a Is Set by Horizonettes
The Holland Western Saddle
addressed Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. John E. Telling was gen......... i
history and the group partici- Scripture, prayer and Bible Grit,
3 Club held its regular monthly
Athey, no address, no city. In- eral chairman and Hairy F. light blue flowered brocaded
dress with gray accessories The annual Horizonette dad- pated through a written and study was given by Mrs. Arie Zagers, g ........2
11 meeting Tuesday in Room 101
side, there was no signature on Wetter was secretary.
Knap. The Mission study was , Gebben, c ....... 4
the
Listed as an additionalattrac- while the mother of the groom daughter potluck dinner and oral quiz.
9 of the E. E. Fell Junior High
Mrs. Albert Alien,
........2
Mrs. Mast served coffee and on “Ethiopia'
6 School.
tion was Lakewood Farm and selected a blue crochetta over square dance will be held
The election of officers reSpeaking of ultimates,the Sen- Zoo, owned by George F. Getz, nylon dress with black acces- Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in the final plans were made for the Van Farowe, Mrs. Frank De Bolhuis, f ........0
Valentine dinner - dance to be Boer Sr. was hostess,
sories. Their corsages included Civic Center.
suited as follows: Bill Miller,
tinel has received one to top
held Saturday at the American Susan Kay, infant daughter of
22 22 22 66 president;Russ Plockmeyer,
others. From press agents to Cong. Robert P. Griffin gets blue tipped carnations and pink
Sue Mills will act as the
Legion
Memorial
Park
Club- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brower
vice-president; Merry Smith,
roses.
public relationsexperts, the on- lots of mail ...
mistress of ceremonies and
secretary; Lona DeJong, treasAssisting at a reception for the invocation will be given by house. The Xi Beta Tau Chap- has been in Holland Hospital
slaught of mall day after day One letter read: My neighwith a chest condition but was
urer; Henry Klinger, sergeantdevelops a thick skin and the bor and I were talking over the 165 guests in the church base- Russell De Vette. The toast to ter members and their husbands
able to return home Thursday.
at-arms.
need for really big waste bas- fence. Is it really true there are ment were Mr. and Mrs. David the dads wiU be given by DebKathy Sail daughter of Mr.
Ushers for the month of Febnow more whooping cranes in
To start off the new season
bie Conklin with David Conklin
and
Mrs. James Sail received
ruary
are
Bruce
and
Doug
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Kobes for
the club will be visitingone of
On Feb. 2 (Ground Hog Day), the United States than Repub___________________
a fractured arm in a fall at her
Guard. There are no children. responding with the toast to the punch and hors d’oeuvres be- Formsma
and Ken Knap.
the 1 argest Quarter Horse
the office received a specialde- lican Congressmen?
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Koops daughters.
The Rev. J. Blauw’s sermon h0111® on Friday
fore
the
dinner-dance.
Farms in Michigan next month.
livery missive from Buenos Griffin's answer. Not so.
of Rehoboth,N. M., have purGroup singing will be led by
Louis Vander Berg will subsubjects for last Sunday were
Plans are being made for the
Aires, Argentina, South Ameri- There are 140 Republicans in the
chased a home at 353 West 40th Roy Kdomparens and Robert
“Filled With the Spirit” and mit to further eye surgery on 1965 All Western Horse Show to
Planning Commission
ca, alertingthe world that the U. S. House of Representatives
St. Mr. Koops is a teacher at Mills and Marv Freestone will
“He Followed the Lord ” The Thursday at Holland Hospital.
be held on Saturday, July 31,
InternationalBartenders’ Asso- and only 42 whooping cranes in
Christian High School. The be the square dance caller. Ta- Approves Subdivision
trio composed of Mrs. Harvey
The following will serve as at the club grounds on Perry
ciation is planning a new Cock- the country . But the cranes are
Koopses have one son at home. ble decorationswill be made
Brower, Mrs. Norm Hop and ushers for a six month period. St. Committee members are
tail World Championship in Ar- catching up.”
Two children are grown.
by Miss Virginia Tellman’s The Planning Commission Mrs. A1 Bouman sang “Fill Ail George Gruppen,Dennis Mulder, Russ Tyink, chairman; Bill Milgave tentativeapproval to John My Vision” and “Oh, to Be Like
gentinafor November, 1965.
group. The skit for the dads
Bernard Grassmid,Herschel ler, Karen Veldhoff, Myrtle
It’s Newcomer time again.
This momentous decision was
Some philosophy for the day: will be given by members of Keuning Tuesday afternoon for Thee” in the evening service.
Weaver, Junior Huyser, James Reed, Merry Smith, Lona DeCity
Hostess
Huldah
Bequette
taken after a barman in a BueAmong the country’s unman- the group led by Mrs. Andries development of a full utilities Those who visited Mrs. Harry Grassmid,Russel Geerts, James Jong and Deanna Miller. Outsubdivision, Euna Vista, to be
nos Aires hotel won such a has welcomed several new fam- ageable surplusesare wheat,
Bowman at the homeof Mr and Koop.
Steketee and Mrs. Richard
of-state judges are being conbuilt at East Eighth St. and
world title at a contest in Edin- ilies to Holland during January. corn, cotton and calories.
Mrs. A1 bowman were Mrs.
Boyd.
Serviceman of the week is tacted to judge this show.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Jones
Country
Club
Rd.
burgh, Scotland, where 57 repIt’s the kid up the street that’s
Leslie Bekins, Mrs. John S/Sgt. ’onathan Blauwkamp Box There will be halter and perHorizonette advisors are Mrs.
resentativesof 19 countries par- and two small children of Gay- delinquent — yours is just going
The new subdivision will have Posma, Mrs. Jake Hop. Also
635, Parker, Florida. 32408.
formance classes as well as
lord are living in an apartment
Harvey Jalving, Mrs. Duane 60 lots.
ticipated.
through a phase.
Rev. and Mrs. Peter Muyskens
The
Holland-Zeeland
Elders cattle cutting.Last year the
at
42
East
14th
St.
Mr.
Jones
De
Neff,
Mrs.
Thomas
Buss,
The news came from the InThe commission alsojieard a and Dale from Grandville and
The mother who manages her
Miss Tollman, Mrs. Steketee progressreport on a Itudy of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Takken conference will weet on Wednes- cutting class had 26 entries
ternationalBartender’^ Associa- is employed by Chris-Craft.
children with dispatch is one
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Love and
day Feb. 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the which surpassed the number at
tion listed as AsociacionMua renewal project for the city. of Jamestown.
who manages to send them to and Mrs. Boyd.
First Christian Reformed Church the State Show held In Allegan.
three sons of Windsor, Conn.,
tual de Barmen y Afines.
Mrs.
Carl
Todd
will
be
in
The study is being made by
Statements of membership
play with the kids next door beAnyone interested in becomare living at 194 East 37th St.
of Zeeland. Rev Henry Erffmeyfore they can come to her charge of the mothers working Scott Bagby, a Grand Rapids were requested by Mrs. Arie
ing a member of the Holland
Mr.
Love
is manager of the Siner,
pastorof
the
Millsbrook
ChrisIt was nice to hear from
in the kitchen.
consulting engineer.
house.
Mast to the Forest Grove ReWestern Saddle Club is invited
Tomie Dyas of the Red Barn, clair station on West Eighth St.
formed Church, by Mrs. Roger tian Reformed Church of Grand to the next meeting to be held
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Bierling
Rapids
will
be
present.
now at home in New York City.
Wyngarden to the First ReNursery attendents for Febru- on Tuesday, March 2 at 7:30
She writes Bruce Hall and of Grand Rapids have purchased
formed church of Zeeland and
p.m. in Room 101 of the E. E.
a
home
at 143 East 19th St. Mr.
Leta Anderson, longtime Red
by Mr. and Mrs. James Borst ary are Angeline Gruppen, Her- Fell
pell Junior High School.
Bierling is a laboratory techniman
De
Jong,
Glenda
Huisingh,
Barn favorites, are resident acand children with the Beavercian at Holland Color and Chemtors with the Arena Theatre in
dam Christian Reformed Vivian Vander Kooi.
ical. The Bierlings have three
Mr. and Mrs. John Weenum
Harrisburg, Pa. Bonnie Hatfield
.
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Blood donors are needed

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dorn
weeks to repeat the role she
of
Lansing, 111., have purchased
played in the Off-Broadway
“Riverwind” but left the com- a home at 807 Pine Aye. Mr.
pany at Christmas time to be Dorn is retired and their chilwith a repertory
company in Providence, R. L,
where he is playing leading
roles in such classics as Chekov’s “Unde Vanya,” Anouilh’s
“The Rehearsal” and O’NeUl’s
“Desire Under the Elms.”
David Palmer is leading man
at Nina Vance’s Arena Theatre
Bill

Cain

I

dren are grown.

married.
is

in Dallas, Tex.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Frohner of Muskegon have purchased a home at 123 Dunton. Mr*
Frohner is employed with Holland Tool and Die Co. There
are no children.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Phipps of Pontiac have purHUMIC ai
M*
chased a home
at -1VO
403 North
•. Phipps is an x-ray
Calvin. Mr.
x-r

•

an

apartment at

124

s

rare

William Rozeboom, sales
At Kiwanis Club

Meet

manager to
for Wicks Organ Co.
of Chicago, spoke to members

of the Hoi!
olland Optimist Club
Miss Use Tilemann, 18-year- Monday noon at Cumerford’s
old exchange student from Restaurant. His remarks revealnorthern Germany, was guest ed a homespun Iowa farm-bred
speaker at a meeting of the Hol- personal philosophy for success,
land Kiwanis Club Monday eve- ful daily living
Mr. Rozeboom’s avocation has
ning in Hotel Warm Friend.
Miss Tilemann who is in this been the study of the nature of
country under the Youth for alcoholism and his definitionof
Understanding program, gave an alcoholic was a person for
comparisons of German and whom alcohol was a serious
American customs today. She problem. Under this definKfoo
<k scribed the home, school and the problem is a major one in
o immunity and gave her insight both medical and economic steinto the feelings of her people tistics.
both on a local and national The president. Bud Raphael,
level. Miss Tilemann Is a guest reported that a
at the David C. Hansen home will he held with e group of
Allegan n
men interested in orWtt June *

west

afsruns
« (j,**
m hands t check

vc

Holland Optimist Club

Postema.

Miss Tilemann Speaks

.

w*

and family from Holland spent

!

at Holland Hospital,
Burt Breaz** die, production technician
pses
have a baby
The
Phippses
stage manager r. the Red Barn
daughter.
for two years, is now technical
Mr and Mrs. Donald Casterdirector for Wilding, Inc., of
line and four children of Battle
Chicago. Wilding, one of the
Creek are living in a home at
largest producers of industrial
shows in the country, does 995 Paw Paw Dr. Mr. Casterline is a copywriter for Adex
shows all over the world. BeAdvertising.
cause of his knowledge of SpanMr. and Mrs. Alan E. Howish, Breazealle wiU probably do
showi in Mexico City and Us- ard of Kalamazoo are living in
bon thia apring.
Don Bonevich is an art teach- Eighth St. Mr. Howard ia with
er in Kalamazoo and still ap- Klaaaen Printing Co. There are
pears regularly with hla pup- no children.
Mr. and Mra. Steve A. Ytuick
are »vin|
living at
•on of Burt aud of Toledo, Ohio, ire

for

the Red Cros-j Blood Bank. The Sunday evening with Mr. and
unit will be at the Roosevelt Mrs. Raymond Weenum.
Park school on Feb. 11 from 1
to 7 p.m. Those who wish to W. Rozeboom Addresses
donate can contact Mrs. George

k

for tioo to

atudent body

made

STL•

Dr. Anthony Luideni gave the
iU

invocation at the meeting and

Holland a*.

njwjJptimist

Huh

the preauWnl, Rhtaa Van- to Iho mooting today by Jim
dor Mtulen. ur*»«W Norman Fram, Dick Smith and Gaorga
Dud|a waa program chairman.I Vandar WaL
,

COMPLETES TRAINING Pic. Dontld Da Fouw, wa
£ Mr. aad Mra. Marina Da
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Engaged Ganges

dhog Sees
s

The Dorcas

Shadow Here
The groundhog saw

lonor Roll

his sha-

at various times in Holland

Tuesday, but mostly

it

continued

cold and snowy.

Is

Released

The groundhog legend calls
more weeks of winter

for six

—

HAMILTON
First semes- if the groundhog sees his shater honor roll for the Hamilton dow on Feb. 2. Most Michigancommunityschools has

been re-

ders have become philosophical

leased.

and would gladly settle for

Dawn Beyer, Norman Mol and Kenneth more weeks shadow or
All A students are

(

I

six

no sha-

Nienhuis, 12th grade; Randy dow) if there were the end of
Eding, Karen Koeman and San- winter here. Often it is well into
ifta Kooiker,
11
ooiker, 11th
grade; Mary April before real warming
BergsAun,
in, Lee Dyk
Dykhuis,
10th
„
huis, 10th
Alison Jeanne Kinkema
grade; Rose Folkert.
Folkert. Linda
Lind. The
Weather Bureau s
Hoffman, Anita KoUeo. ninth
<>utl'>ok FcdruarT Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Kingrade; Howard Slotman and wasn t promising either. The en- kema of Grand Rapids are antire state of Michigan is in the
Mike
like Van Bragt, eighth grade,
nouncing the engagement of
Ricky Ende, Elizabeth Koeman area calling for below normal their daughter. Miss Alison
and Patricia Roon, seventh temperatures, and the southeast Jeanne Kinkema to David Philpart of Michigan is in the area
Mr, Stryker is the
grade

tr“ds
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Sandra^^Haan"
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.
Eliza-

Others on the honor roll are
as follows: 12th grade ~

rn

“,G“a

A

John

St

Stryker’ 105
and the late Dr

Miss Kinkema is a senior

at

the

r®nr^irt

Joost-

berns, Viola Joostberns.
Lampen. Gordon Locatis. Lin- Tr
nay Lokers. Donald Reuschell,

Mrs

West

n

Dakota Pand

Ann

Warren Holleman.Duane

son of

^P‘

.

Omega soron-

an affiliateof Chi

^

^ JfrTi lnr? rifv ann l, mt

Mr

J
n

It J ieft

J'p«'

cutter

"‘7
Jr
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^

Miss

M

Stearns; a brothsister, Mrs.
Mahon Sr; and

will

4
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^
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1
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Community Hospital. °pao|jPga barged™
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Lan7 P Course

°f l1 We.st
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s

Club.

She

David C Ludema son

^

•
from ",
™
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Blodgett

ceives.

m JuTca. Mrs
I
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^ay a le, ™ , n. kp and
qdnf "te i ypplflnftrnThas

a

received the

at

and

politicalpressures ^ar* Harrmgton arranged

The decline of diplomacymay Mrs- w‘H'am C. De
be traced directlyfo rapid com- Mrs. John Opt Holt,

“

Ludema, murucations, he said, explaining
been awarded a m the old days the diplomat had 69 Per Cent

the late Cornelius
r<*enl]y

"7

r?

5
inslruc-

a>

-rr

Roo and

TZ
of

collected by

Taxes

wer

R°g- section of State St and McKin radiologicalmonitoring
In those days, two
ers Parks The author s mother ,eci‘on 01 ;5iaie
ana MC*in' tors course at Blodgett Hospi- months might elapse before
City Treasurer Jack Leenwas an employe on the White
.
tal He is a student x-ray tech- diplomat reached his destina- houts reports that over 69 per
House staff during the adminisnician at the hospital.
^n. a sharp contrast to today's cent of the fall tax levy had

^

Wo^

•

__

,

tration's

rS^to“^Tr^

hi" Judith
Judl Overbeek. •Lou'lse
huts,
Uuise hydrantJ wherever
Ramaker, Erma Rutgers: Donna Stehower, Thelma Sternberg,
Peggy Timm. Duane Tucker.
Ellen Ver Hnlst. Mary VoorIt* resident, in case if, his
horst. Gloria Walters and Sheila
house that’s on fire
Wolters.
On the ninth grade honor list
are Ruth Boeve. Linda Dannenberg, Donna De Witt. Nancy
Eding, Barbara Johnson. Carla

Mr

Jeon Lynn Spoanstro

Jr.

J““

and

c

Df

Mrs

of

presidents

,

• ,

^ '»

J,
M
Mrs lMale
Berends

Wadsworth who helped her cel,

a

Peter SpaBnstra ebrate her 13th birthday at

Greve

R,

chard Wadsworth.

Diamond Rapids.

20.
ZT^

"

N.

Springs

'

The

training will

make him

batteries of private telephones been collectedthrough Tuesda>-.

Saturday

'

^

tended every Saturday for sev- policy

,

He

said this would 1* ,28 the penalty is raised to four

chainpan
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,
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turn

Son
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ElTm

St

David
uiiva

a

twice cnargea
with disohevine ers the technique .of monitor-taking in the United States and The deadline for paying fall
• g ing radiation in case of a nu- Canada plus the European con- taxes is Feb. 15. A three per
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Clare Arnold will be the pro- df ,G“ch„tej. 46; «» Hmboiiyfr.
The wedding will take place gram
a[ 1 05 P ^ at the intersection
Kool, Vickie Koops, Barbara
Aug
Mrs Harold Bartholomew re- of ^shmgton Ave and JefferNienhuis, Cindy Poll. Carol
turned home Sunday Jan. 24 af- 1 so!l 1
. „
Sternberg, Larry Sternberg, The Rev and Mrs. Keith Cofter being entertained for two Pobce issued a ticket to Cora
Peggy Sternberg,Eugene Vande fey and chUdren of Hastings
mr weeks in the home of Mr. and ?terken-. 44’ of rou,e 2- HollandBunte, Nancy Van Oss, Marcia were visitors last Monday at
_____
__________ for n}ak'n^ an improper left
Mrs _____
David _______
Miller at Charlotte
Wolters. Cheryl Yonker, Verna
the home of his brother-in-law Admitted to Holland Hnsnital Amalie, St. Thomas. Virgin Isa ,W(>^ar .cod‘'
Zoet and Barbara Zuidema
and sister. Mr. and Mrs Arnold Tuesday were Mrs Lloyd Brink 'Iands Mrs. Miller is the neice SI0IJ at 12 F°5 PJ11 at the 1Jter‘
Eighth graders are Kirk Bar- Kragt and Mrs. Eva Coffey
Gerr LentersfH Thomas and William Lawler fTion of Franklin St and Mam
kel, Terri Boerigter,Patti Brink,
Mr. and Mrs Albert Gate*1
St Ane Hop route »' Pier Cove, and has spent | fve
said the f
RochelleBrink, Beth De Witt,
Janice De Zwaan, Larry Dyk17. “mmerS
wHh lBr And" Chn'ste^m tro"
cnnfh , inHv cf
huis, Dawn Eding, David in Wayland at the home of her 3; Walter Owens. 380 West 17th
sister. Mrs. Clayton J. Tolhurst, St.; Sheila Lacy, route 2 Fenn- The tea^bers in this area who
Geerts, Barbara Hulsman, Mary
ville;
Menken route
attend the
annual
vine, Grace
wiauc mClUkCU,
UUlC 1 • wil1 ----~ . ---- a Teachers
--- --a
Johnson, Calvin Kleinheksel, and sons Jim and
Mrs. Norman Jurries and Diane Martinez, 189 East Sixth Institute at Griswold Auditorium
Earl Lankheet, Christine Lehm Allegan Friday are: Mrs. Roy |
man, Sandra Lugten. Connie childrenof Hamikon. Mrs. Terry
Skoglund and family of Allegan. DischargedTuesday 1 were •y-ve’Mrs Linus Starring, Mrs. SeminarianJohn Van Hamert
Poll, Gordon Poll, Sally Prins,
Norma Schipper.Mary Veld- and Mrs Justin Jurries last Mrs James Sutherland.305 H°bert Cunningham. Mrs Kirby was m charge of both the SunMrs. Oscar Huggins day worship senices
hoff, Connie Walters and Pam- Thursday visited in Hamiltonat Fourth Ave.; Maryjane Long,
the home of Mrs. Harlan Jurries route 1; Mrs John Kanera, Mrs , IiardJ'te‘ll®.Miss Doro- \jr and Mrs Lester Boerseela Klingenberg
route 1; Mrs. Randall Hofmeyer [by Stokes, Mrs. Ray Karnow, ma and children were Sunday
Seventh graders are Pamela and
Miss Carol Wakeman studying an(I baby. 2484 142nd Ave.;
;.Yn^old ./'relnue;- ^rs evening supper guests
Boerigter, Linda Bosch. Charlotte Cross, Ward De Fouw, Bon- at Marion College. Marion Ind David Noel. 169 Hull St.. Cold- ,Iames Hahn. Mrs. Philip I/)g- home of Mr and Mrs. Gelmer
nie Dykhuis,Carl Folkert, Ro- came home last Thursday to ^ater- Mrs. Mary Koepke, 7 ston Bert Darley, Miss Mary Boetsma. Janice Meeuwsen and
Jason Kuntz visited at the Boetsbert Grondin, Lou Jean Haver- spend a few days between se- ^ortb River Ave ; Mrs.
®n,er' | ma home Sunday evening
dink, Tom Immink, Eleanor mesters with her parents. Mr Horne and bab-v' 24 East 35th Mr^ ,,
Jipping, Russell Johnson. Loren and Mrs Owen Wakeman and St • l:arr>' Hlgterink. 142 West tain^d >1 little guests in honor The Young Peoples society
14tb : Mrs Thora Pederson.Jf bor daughter Cindy s fifth me( Sunday evening at 7 15
Joostberns.Glenn Kleinheksel, MLss Marilyn
Mrs. Raymond Koovers and 225 Michigan Ave. Shelby;
Satljrday afternoon^
Bible lesson was entitled
Kathy Kleinheksel.Diane Knoll,
Barbara Kooiker, Barbara Koop, daughters. Marcia and Ruth G*enn De Jon8e' 354 Third Ave ^ames were played after which ‘-j Belong ’’ Devotions were led
hy Linda De Jonge
Janet Koopman, David Maat- Ellen, of Zeeland visited last GaPl d Richard Goulet. Com- ^freshments were
man, Kathy Poll, Dick Schipper, week on Sunday afternoon with ^ander ,644 USAF Hospital at The Women s Society of C hris- Mr. and Mrs. Ben MarUtiie
Wayne Sternberg and David »ha formpr s hmthpr.m.iau/Guster Air Force Nation in Bat- ,iian ^fr,vlc„ew!.
on Tues- visited at the home of--Mr md
Mrs lark tle Creek' wiI' sPeak at a meet- day Feb 9 at the home of Mrs. | Mrs. John Boersema Sunday
Veldhoff.
sister. Mr. and
ano mrs. jack jng jn ,he Van Zoeren Library William Van Hartesveldt. Mrs. evening.

U

Winabelle Gritter

policy, particularly

Mishaps Keep

Glenn; a

meeting of the Fennnville Worn- gni °‘
en

:

^r

of

Mrs. Walter Wightman was
guest speaker at the January

bine through a channel which
Kaper. Ronald Klein. Brian ,he cu(ter Mackinaw broke
oop, Lloyd Koopman.
Koop.
Monday.
Also
Fire Chief D.ch Brand, loday
JDa:

Roy

patient in

Tuesday aided bv

Hoke, Dawn Hovenga. Delores the Coasl rtUard

Foreign Policy

Complexity of U.S. foreign there will always be many comas it re- promises, and it is good for

After Bible study and business,

,L

days.

heksel. Marlene Kuhlman, 8
Elaine Lankheet Kenneth Mol. The tanker Meteor whjch was
Karen Prms. Kathy Pnns. Sheri stuck jn (h€ jce jn Qrand Haven
Reno, denn Rutgers, EU«(*t harbor for severaI davs ,ast
Ten Clay and Tom WdscotC weck returned here Monday
For 10th Krade Robert Bak- njghl and deijvered carg0 0f
ker. Randy Bolles.Bonnie Dah the philli ^ lank fari^ a(
man. Lmda De Zwaan, Clifford Fprrvshur«

Jeffrey

S.

[

Hemmeke. Harriet Hof. Betty rySburg City Council cancelled
Hoezee, Larry Hulst. Lois Klein- iu Mond meeti unti, Feb

Folkert.

On U

meet on Thursday at 1:90 p.m.

Police

gut in Grand Haven, where

^waa.n•I the snow is 30 inches deep, all
Carole Dykstra. Sharon E-ssink. pU[jijc an(j parochialschools
Ardeth Folkert. Vaughn Folk- j were c|oSed, both in Grand Haert. Douglas Haan Marilyn vcn and Spring Lake The Fer.

E^ink Ruth

Christian Reformed Church will

i

er,

and Karen Veldbofl.
For Uth grade -

Pam-

Crash

in

served the dinner recently for cate questions might be resolv- on antiques.
Tuesday’s meeting marked
the Ottawa County Dairy Herd ed on a private basis, but said
John T. Me
Improvement Association num- he had received little popular the 51st anniversary of the
three nephews.
her one. The meeting was held acceptance of such a feeble dedication of the clubhouse. A
Mrs. Cynthia Bale entertained
in the Allendale townshiphall. suggestion.To be free and above birthday tea followed the proMr. and Mrs. Clare Bale and
The Senior choir sang “Beau- board in internationalnegotia- gram. Division 3 headed by
family at dinner last Sunday
ZEELAND — Zeeland police tiful Jesus” at the First Christ- tions appears highly desirable Mrs. H J. Menzies and Mrs.
Rev. Henry C Alexanderwas had recorded only three auto- jan Reformed Church at the to the people and to the press. Elmer Plaggemars arranged
a patient in Holland Hospitalmobile accidents in the city tor Sunday evening worship ser- but in this give-and-take mar- the tea. Pouring were Mrs.
gin, people become highly ex- Adrian Klaasen, Mrs. Russel
for a few
11,6 “ij™
J!anua'?- vices.
Klaasen, Mrs. Wendell A. Miles
Harold Bartholomew suffering ! untl1 Thursday, hat is when
cited if a nation should
from an infection has been a ife-covered streets contributedDavid Ludema Completes to be giving more than ft re- and Mrs. John H. Van Dyks

z

rpm7~dssuo^dTt;2

Literal Club Briefed

Society of First

lates to European countries, nations always to broaden the
speak and show pictures of her were reviewed by Richard K. base and seek agreement, but
work in Taiwan. The offering Scharf of Chicago, a member of nationalismis far from dead.
The cost of living and gross
wiU be for the work in Taiwan. the faculty of political and soRuth Circle meets on Thurs- cial sciences at the Illinois Insti- national product in Europe ar«
day at 7:45 p.m. James Hoek- tute of Technology,at a meet- advancing at a rate greater than
water of Allendale,an exchange ing of the Woman’s Literary in the United States,but Scharf
student to Germany; will speak Club Tuesday afternoon.
figured it would probably be
and show pictures of his experAfter reviewing the operations until the end of the century
iences in that country.
of NATO, the European common before the standardswould be
The First Christian Reform- market, the proliferationof nu- equal. He also saw a threat in
ed Church library committee clear arms, the similarities and the industrialization
of China—
chose its officers at its last differencesin heritages and cul- "if it progresses at the rate it
ting. They are president,
has maintained since 1947 China
Monday almost four hours after meeting.
tures, all in the framework of a
ceived the news of their first the accident.
Mrs. H. Vugteveen; vice-presi- rapidly changing age, the speak- can rule the world.”
dent, Mrs. H. G. Geurink;sec
grandchild born to their son and
As for the proliferation of
er said there were no easy soluHis three-year-oldson, Stevhis wife, Mr. and Mrs. William en, who was thrown from the retary, Mrs. Roger Mulder; tions and the few he suggested nuclear weapons, this is an
treasurer, Mrs. H. H. Geurink.
had little likelihoodof accept- area which can change everyNye in Santa Marra, Calif. The car is in satisfactorycondition
John Dyke, buildinginspector,
ance.
at
Mt.
Sinai
Hospital.
baby is a daughter named
thing rapidly. The atom bomb
announced that Allendale buildMoney from the United States
Rev.
Miller
was
a
former
Christine Deena born January
ing permits issued foe the year
is no longer a secret.He pointminister of Fifth United Church 1964 totaled $350,000: There is one of the easiest answers
26.
ed
to an experiment in which
(much easier than mental or
of Christ in Cleveland and since
News has been received of December he also had been in- were eighteen new homes, two physical energy) but also the six graduatestudents were put
apartment buildings and 15 gathe death of George T. Stearns terim pastor of Fidelity Church
least effective,
effi
the speaker said. into a room and with the aid
rages and home remodelings. least
Sr., of 937 Braemer Rd Flo&c- in the Inner City Protestant
This, in many cases, extends of only known facts and engiA koffee kletz was held on
j mor, 111. Steams also lived on Church.
Tuesday at the home of Mrs the status W0 N^y after the neering manuals designed a
the lakeshore for 37 years. Mr.
Suriving besides the wife Millie Rozema. Those attending status <luo has rea-sed to
weauP°n ta
Stears was killed in an accident
and son is another son, Eric; were Mrs Ruth Hoffer Mrs yet countries are reluctant to The speaker was introduced
on the Dan Ryan Expressway
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rus- Marie Schout, Mrs. Janet Pot- chan8e established policies for by Mrs. Kenneth Kooiker, club
in IU.
sell Miller of Granville. N. D.; geter, Mrs. Lenora Bosker and *ear something may be worse president, who called attention
He is survived by his wife two sisters and his paternal Mrs. Terry Sail. Refreshments As one possible solution, he to a guest meeting Feb. 16 when
Anne; a daughterAlice; a son, grandparents.
were served by the hostess. suggestedreturning to the old- the three Questerschaptersof
George Jr.; and his mother,
School circles two and eight type diplomacy in which deli- Holland will present a program

Stryker is a senior at
HoP« College and a member of
0micron KaPPa EPsilon Frater’ Mrs. Alice
ty-

Veldhof, were no cancellationsol school
in the Holland^augatuckarea
Gerry Al- 1 Tuesday,

bers, Marcia Becksvoort^

Dies

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kromann,
home in Orville, Calif. The Rev. 682 State St., were called to
Lewis Turner officiated and Cleveland, Ohio, by the death
of their son-in-law, the Rev.
burial was in Glen Oak MemGaUen R. Miller, SI, who was
orial Park In Chico. Miss Loomkilled in an automobile accident
is was born in Ganges in 1889,
Monday in Cleveland. His wife
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mariis the former Jean Kromann of
on Loomis. After the death of
her parents she lived with a HoUand.
Rev. Miller, a director of sosister, Miss Mertie Loomis and
a brother, Floyd in the Loomis cial research for the Cleveland
home, later going to California. Area Church Federation,was
She was the last member of killed when his car was struck
by a skidding auto on Liberty
her immediate family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nye, re- Blvd. He died at 12:20 p.m.

tfcv

dow

1945

4,

Rev. G. Miller Allendale

Funeral services were held
in Chico. Calif., for Miss Pearl
Loomis former resident of Ganges who died Jan. 20 at a rest
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The meeting W^rWigbtmai. will t* assis- Last Tuesday nighl Mr and
•
is sponsoredh\ a pre-medical
There will be elec- Mrs. Gelmer Boetsma, Mr and
COm!>' r. L r
fraternity-CaPt Goulet is also
installation of officers. Mrs’ Bern'Luurtsema’and Mr
Linda Kok and Larty
Mrs' Frank Collin«s aild 8011 a ...
Flight Surgeon in the Air M M ' 2 Eloyd VTckory. son and Mrs Henry Meppelink enPoire had devotions at Junior David, called on Mrs Carrie I
of Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Vickory tertained with a shower at thp
C.E. on Sunday afternoonThe Menold last Friday afternoon a daughter was bom in Hoi- Sr has completed his enlist- 1 home 0f Mr and Mrs Gelmer
topic was "The Church" and Mr and Mrs. John Gates. Jr land Hospital Tuesday to Mr ment m the Navy, and returned Boetsma honoring the newlv
was given by several juniors, and son Johnny, last Saturday and Mrs John Jones of 5678 b°me the past week. He served wedded Mr and Mrs Jerry Es
A film on “The Lost Sheep, the evening called on Mr. and Mrs Lakeshore Dr Also in the Hoi- in lhe West
senburg and
and Mrs
Lost Coin and the Lost Son" Albert
land Hospital was a daughter. Mr and Mrs. Joseph Hana- j)uane Ten Rroeke There were
was
Michelle Renee, born this morn- •>*k of Douglas were Saturday ]4 guests present a|j members
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Ohio, in
He was a 20. Jamestown, and Mary Loti Ottawa County deputies said building fund.
fireman for 10 years Boomers, II, Hudsomille. Bouwman was making a left | The nursing home if filled it
Jai.iee Malek. 19, Grand Haven, turn oil 136th Ave. when his the present time. Plsns were
NeUon, Holland, ii and RKt Inderbilieii, Hoi- car akidded on* the icy pave* discussed for rgising funds lor
1 meal and went Ato the ditch.
cooiiwtiQQ of an oasi wing.
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film

crash.
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Park
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Sleeve Beoringi

Installation & Service

Distributors tor

WAGNER MOTORS
Crocker-Wheeler Motors
Gates V-Belts
Sheaves

—

PHONE

EX 4-4000

^y

^ci

SalT

t

o

^f Se

’

for* tile

post Since the deadline for

(il.

ions was lul Saturday,
(here will be no name on the
pel

and

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK
Commercial — Residential
lob Too Largo or Too Small

tfo

Serrfca

—
COMMERCIAL —

PHONE EX 2-9051
125 HOWARD AVE.

Ken

—

RESIDENTIAL

•

Maktt

ft JACOBSEN

—

BR1GGS-

STHATTON
|<r WISCONSIN
CLINTON

CUSHMAN
TECUMSEH LAWSON
Prompt Guarantoad Sarrica

Reliable Cycle
202 EAST 8TH ST.

Russell's

Refrigeration

• HEAVY SHEET METAL
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